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I
Deforme Determinationis

i. Nonsensicals To Mad Owls

Every ugly ending ever breeding bitter despair in us,
Drives out long held suspicions existence is sick at last, 
Yet the people shall never perish before the matter does,
Or stars lose their merit, or wings their flights of love.

For as much as we are one cruel and savage bunch of nuts,
Stumbling about our prayers like so many cads and cons,
We're songsters mumbling before onlookers' inner courts,
Threading the truth through forts tethered to inner works.

And even the gutter-ball triumphs against guarded walls,
When incited by violence toward innocence once owned,
And soars through the skies on lacy lanes of cloud-cover,
In sudden reform for turning on tyrants formerly adored,



Then watch the dragonfly climb above the clouds on time,
To watch the sun set on the universe at its worst decline,
As the axis of eternity shifts, flooding reality into nothing,
Sieving salvation in a needle's eye before the dawn of sin,

And all of us at once shall rise up, now shepherded by nobler turns,
Thriving on what used to starve us, left overly thrilled to be immortal, 
When time will vanish from the everyday languages we use or learn,
While we pioneer quests deep into dark wells waiting to be explored.

Then thrown from concepts of common country club or commitment,
And colliding with all fervour into the throngs of glove and honour,
Some of us will report there is peace upon the hill beyond the breeze,
And cut free from the creeds of culture, under curt farewells to leave.

But too far left behind, bulls of bravado rebound, wrecking the reputations,
Of mental stability in the saints who fled, threatening to throttle the mob,
Or anyone pretending to be more sensible than them with bent intentions,
Withholding pacifists while jealously wishing they loved their sorry shams.

Yet little of this mystifies the mystic sitting in the branches chewing words,
Ranting about mysteries to the moon, and chanting nonsensicals to mad owls,
Or raving over histories barren of meaning except in small works so revered,
Careening over the high ghost wall of a feral chorus so common to rehearse.

ii. The Showroom Of Shadows

You wake up in a dead sweat betting the best had bit the dust,
While you slept through it like a dunce of the cloth or club,
And you throw yourself back into the fire, forgetting burns,
Determined to give it to the dirt, despite tastes for getting hurt.

For if it was all going to end like this, then you'd sense the futility,
And foolishly or not, you longed to be remembered for all perpetuity,
Terminating all habits laden with the mundane or plainly non-Merlin,
Curl-fisted if not lifted from existences being abysmally unworthy.



And as far as you were concerned, there was little to parse the truth,
And the new you wouldn't fool with futures promising artless purses,
For further than the worst are curses of permanent transience in seed,
Turns of settling left unmentioned, let alone transcendence in deed,

But still, you were always unsure whether you were making mountains,
Or just playing in the dirt with your head in a hole and the clouds alike,
Alive in the moment, but so lost to the torrents of formulating certainties,  
Confused why the lords of lore never learn to question science's creeds.

And instead of standing tall with your accomplishments, in silly grin,
You stall and wonder in awe and with doubt at whatever you really did,
And you ponder on the lost impossible, contemplating the unreachable,
Cornered by disbelief nothing had happened to you yet--still breathing,

And stationed in a child's dismay, smacking of a crack-down on play,
Clattering and clanging about, as if a spirit roaming the throngs unafraid,
Frazzled by only those who ignored you for far too long left estranged,
Cradled by your creator's ribs, crying helplessly over troubles unabridged,

Wondering why you were still alive, while none of them had gone on,
Rotten inside for being reborn, but growing bored of gorging on guilt,
Picking grapes from membrane theories beyond ego's just wallowing,
Allowing serendipity to waltz more freely without traces of bartering,

Yet every so often you cast a gaze backward into the showroom of shadows,
Slowly rolling over your focus the flitting memories of grainy facts of matter,
Threatened only by forcing on for too long, and in turn missing loves down,
For in every humble song, night is always darker just before the light's gone.

iii Verses Alien

Soon you learn to deal with loneliness like friends console acquaintances,
And your nostalgia begins to tingle with the faint buzz of naïve innocence,
And your prognosis begins to feel like paint ends drying on the universe, 



Thrashing prototypical stars for meaning, in making sense of alien verse.

But you breath deeply, and keep on early chosen paths, praying for a plan,
For standards be damned, you just want someone to fool with faith again,
And land you on an island that is chartered by your deep birth righteous,
Single-handedly responsible for the obvious, if left overlooked by the rest.

Yes, clearly seeing where everything begins you are swimming in signs,
And sinking into sentences of hypocrisy, for never believing the lines,
That weren't relative in the smallest sense, of at least lacking in evidence,
As paths well chosen always win one over to abandon all mindfulness,

And you plod on alone, soon forgetting every single fact you ever heard,
And you only nod at friends well chosen, sending signals out to the birds,
That you had returned, reborn, remade, renewed--yet without any news,
Except in that you had decided to show the seasons what it meant to turn,

And working like this can be callous at best, and challenge ethic's charges,
But once you are used to the drill, you can be leader of the people at large,
Thriving on what's most popular, driving a Lincoln into the capital dream,
By tradition or trickery, corrupted at the most elementary of seams unseen.

But one day the bitty pond's biggest frog comes hopping along,
And the little fish learn what it's like to get eaten by the long,
And the meager mice feel what it's like to feed inside the feline,
And the nice people are ripped in two to reveal their real lines,

Yet one day out of the commons will finally rise a natural born ascendant,
Striking the sky in the center—as the clouds fall down, as the sin enters,
And standing on the edge of the earth, One will engage the enemies within,
Cutting its own heart out, for the power of sparing us some time to mend,

So then the next in line begins to get it, throwing himself down in the path,
Letting chaos roll over him, if only to drag it down so another might pass,
And the entanglement of the moment convinces folk, long life to sacrifice,
For the protection of the greater people's peace, and ways of staying wise.



iii Puppets To The Pay-Dirt Song

Ultimately one will not follow, and only after enough have fallen over,
Will the multi-verse have finally swallowed its share of humans tender,
And let out its star-dust belch, once more full for another term eternal,
So once more, and again down the line, mankind will surely accordion.

For it is the memory inside the mystery that lures us into misfit myopia,
Relinquishing the controls on karma, so that the drama dances on longer,
Hooked on the line netting of bandits, puppets to the pay-dirt songsters,
Supping on hordes or hand-outs, until we're gaunt or bloating up over it,

Yet the high order of tricksters resides beyond opaque blinders,
Where collective measures demerit meters for every dissenter,
Who balked at all the fault-lines for being too narrow in divide,
And stalked the rawest animal hides, just for the sake of denial,

And the stylish of living shall prosper when the cities all go barren,
For their wills will not weaken at the first vanishing of the seasons,
Or the tearing of the solar system into the shreds of the unmarried,
Marring all synergies like entropic vortexes fast-tracking treasons,

And the liars of materialism will be mired in endless mirrors,
Thrown through the sphere of the severest reasons for fleeing,
Crowned for their vile victories with warrants worthy of tears,
Torn into countless punishments on slabs of lackluster feeling,

Then for once it will become shockingly obvious who was innocent,
And how none of us ever really knew how well-intentioned we were,
Until the end had come and we'd been relieved of war's old intercepts,
Sent delving into the first moments of a lifetime spent in retrospect,

But then seeing for once how everything else that followed,
Was a hollow attempt to reconnect what was once allowed,
To fracture and detract from the demands of a life less full,



Longing just to walk again on sinewy legs scissoring below,

You learn mortality's price is in the revoking of omniscience,
Yet immortality condemns one for abandoning a microcosm,
For the ties of diversity are attached to all identities grandest,
As every sure sign of uniqueness deftly defies ideas of gravity.

iv Rung Of An Anchorage Depthless

So humans are left with the bitter foods of thoughtlessness,
Or the rich desserts of empathy to wash down their drier coffins,
Taught to be saviours or suckers, or to be saved by carriages,
Diving from mantles divine, swooping down with grim softness,

For while the fallen drag down the leaders of human kindness,
The forefront of folk of mind lose support for hopeless causes,
And collapse under the weight of the minions of mindlessness,
Sensing simpler stars, longing to return to cave lessons next,

And as the apex plummets, and the nadir infuses the summits,
Common sense falls into constant convolutions upon itself, 
And irrationality rails against the fences of prior pontificates,
As the world transforms into whorls over warnings hellish,

So then those who sought a neutral walk, plane the mediocre,
Yet crawl through the jungle of recreation on crutches silver,
Thronging in the masses, yet safe from the passings fancier,
As the leaders are jailed, and former inmates sign the letters,

But the bottom of being is soon seen by glasses fogged at guess best,
As tests teem in results interminably dubious on whatever festers next,
And everything is so very relative, yet the truth exists beyond question,
Except we'll never know it until we're washed from its earthly witness, 

And sensible are those who stumble just to be sure of rows,
And lent to them are the spying lenses of dead angels above,



So they may comprehend how we are getting twisted so low,
The longer we march on into horizons we've come to love,

For this is why children are smarter than adults,
And babies are the brains behind a species culled,
For wishes of objectivity in life, always fall short,
As those who've seen it all, will obviously report,

But it is in proper human line to stand for something,
Even if it's only for home or blood or beliefs unsound,
For despite our galaxy's refusal to front us its true spin,
We defer to might is right, to keep from losing ground,

v The Self-Mesmerist

Oh! Cardinal upon the strand, so magnificent, yet somehow damned at best,
Banished if you do, or dissed in the midst of bliss for trial's limits you test,
Stubbornly denying storms on the horizon that you are in the very eyes of,
Sailing between the veils of ether, undulating beneath eons mesmerizing us,

And somehow through ice rock and flows you have been flourishing,
Despite every good reason for bowing wires wringing and snapping,
And despite death's inevitability, and blacking out over wishful maps,
You listened to the subtle ebb below, grasping for your bow-strings,

For you were a musician going down on a heavy ship of fools, 
A captain taking the plank for the sake of a crew mutinous,
Once destined for better things, now shortly moving south,
Along with every reason for death, one for life's own recount,

So send in your memories, and clip rich tracks to tradition's rings,
For the seldom you lack capes of comfort, or cowls of confidence,
The more often you'll sack the day, against its bigger engagements,
As you sleep content you gave it best, without blinking to the end,

And tend to pertinent prophecies, for you'll be facing all of them soon,



As whenever high hopes come calling, so do demons bugging you,
Yet the signs are not so obvious, as fires too fierce, or ice too cool,
And if you're not careful you'll get clobbered by possibility's pools,

But follow your nose more closely, falling under, before ever folding over,
Roving for more mortar to build walls against intensity's darker disorders,
While others put tougher tests before your ever willingness to re-explore,
And you court lesser perspectives for the questions which they observe,

And call out for order wherever mischievous tendrils are caught uncuffed,
Standing on the arms of nothing less than the best for all things righteous,
Deadened inside, yet deafened to the reaper's cries to put it down to rest,
As cavalry of birds sonic raze the realm, parting inner pars from applause, 

When hawk-eyes are hog-tied, and hot dies are cast inside the pits of life,
When wind whips your long mane, and lanterns flicker in spirited unrest,
Moribund and undead alike welcoming you with open arms as you collide,
With a systemic self-mesmerism wryly wrung of an anchorage depthless.
 
vi Toil's Interminable Tears

So you stand on the ether side, soon nearing your next life, 
As fear of earth escalates the closer you get to the last light,
With storms from prior minds gathering on event horizons,
As you let yourself get carried along into the evening sun,

But you couldn't have done it without the people you met,
And you begin to fret about how they've been making out,
Until you get yourself fooled into the calls that you missed,
Being the ones they placed the very day you doubled-down,

Then around a long-shot corner, into a cosmic courtroom,
You were summoned before a short panel of sensible people,
To determine if you were actually nearing completion even,
Or whether they would risk futures freeing you too soon,



So then one asks you if you were ever burdened,
And another pokes at your senses of pride first,
And one stokes your ashes of desires unfulfilled,
All to see you curse, or how the work spills in,

And then they confer amongst themselves,
While you twiddle your thumbs in wonder,
Hearing hell drums in your heart's thunder,
As your hands plan the end of cards dealt,

What is this, you complain, my testimony?
What then of my right to say what I mean?
What then of some insight into my dreams?
Was I not here before?  Am I seeing things?

Then the voice booms, 'You've come too soon',
And you are blasted back through the fifth door,
Reborn into a world renounced moments before,
Relearning words you once mastered on record,

And these three fates whisper warnings in your ears,
Quietly threatening you against returning too early,
Admonishing you for not forsaking your terran folly,
Yet sentencing you back to long toil for earth's fallen.

vii The Lightless Abyss

Some birds called him the great dark goat, 
And others called her the last oasis moat,
But together their hearts worked out most,
Wherever apart they couldn't come close,

And once they met it was all so marvelous,
But then again, getting there was hardly fun,
For in love's circus, and carnivals ludicrous,
Hearts on the swivel will hardly settle down,



So they saw through all of their ridiculous days,
Deigning to look before constellations changed,
Contemplating cadences that so spoke in spades,
Of places seen and people parlayed into dreams,

Then like a vortex, or an ageless dance Victorian, 
As their forces met, they tore up the floor-plans,
Soaring over the poor heads of the unregistered,
So tied in two to be alone were nonsense words.

And they were happy having softness in the evening,
And they were thrilled to be laughing often and evenly,
And they were saddened whenever they were leaving,
Each other--or any other particular innocence fleeting,

And they were committed to their own stars cast,
Daunting wicked gauntlets, jumping wired traps,
Sprinting together past a heart's hardest rackets,
Young and fresh, yet free to part if it happened,

And from the rest of this wild and lightless abyss,
They surrendered to each other, but none else of it,
Surmounting rotten weather, for a break from death,
Confounding cynical curs still lurking in the mist,

Yet across this fence meddling tongues do flick and flap,
Tempting her or him to sample their delicacy's fickle saps,
Sassy, yet serious whenever coming to untouched hedges, 
Too uncaring if idle longing drives in its woeful wedges.

viii Architecture Of The Heart

Couples in the wake of betrayal go one of two ways:
They lay stakes in what the futures hold, or part again,
But complications happen, when one cuts the pattern,



And the other decides to protect themselves of change,

So then the big doubts and divisions delve deep in the twins,
Webbing out through their months, switching off the signs,
Celebrating previously repressed sides, mouths unwinding,
As they hide in darkened bedrooms, memorizing witty lines,

And eventually one of them slips up and skips a beat, 
Where every lover meets, and many mates take the bait,
Forsaking faith in all things so painfully unmistakable,
That they could have well touched up a real pictorial,

Then all manner or architecture of the heart ends there,
And they spend the rest of their relationship in disrepair,
Trying to make something work, which once well fared,
When in the best of days, night was welcome as all fair,

And between themselves, they once had it all worked out,
Having considered every other avenue was apparently parallel,
And seeing nothing added up to their rawest emotions quelling,
They shortly developed contact over Cupid's cosmic belts,

But instead of releasing their truer spirits into each other's old wells,
Saying to hades with waiting, and chasing more hopeful golden spells,
They opted for convenient strangers along the ways to stations found,
Sailing on flings of farewell, but only for more lips met fully lilting,

Then bumping into each other, at time to time, as stories go around, 
They divined that they'd be friends more, but space would surely tell,
And he found that instead of growing friendlier, he felt more sold out,
And in his bitter regrets she found she felt herself beginning to revel,

And when he finally recovered, she began to rebound a bit,
But the harsh point is, their lines only diverged, more or less,
And as hard as they worked, they finally turned off in totality,
Having nothing left to say under name's mention of address,



Thus when lovers meet their match, hearts' stars are struck fast,
For little forces them far apart, while their solace solders their tasks,
And although its sad, when wheels get spinning, some fare to pass,
But some end up wondering where romance had left the tracks.

ix Emerald Eyes Dancing

Standing at the intersection, watching traffic go by, you wonder why,
But then you stop yourself quickly, before reflection becomes an issue,
And you begin to read the paper, because it helps to forget reality too,
Because everything else seems like bad dreams to wake up from soon,

Yet songs for the low do little to shake you out of your numb cold now,
And personal tragedies no longer faze you, as your mind goes digital,
And you program it onto auto at will, for if you ever lose self-control,
And decide that entire seasons deserve more meandering lines of travel,

So here's some citrus and coffee, and smoke and gas for the road weary,
And there's razors and papers, and shrill cell tones to wake up to early,
But watch the rattle-snakes charming you, and beggars disarming you,
And beware jobs disturbing you, as lawmen brashly discredit our truths.

Then suddenly it's the breakaway, to breathe again and bite the wind,
With your head hung out the driver's side, with your dog's just behind,
And a compass set on nowhere, but wherever your heart wants to find,
A composition complete with nothing but robust commitment in mind,

But lightning carves up the twilight, fighting with an owl's moonlight,
And a million wolves are caught inside, silenced by the thundrous sky, 
As mellifluous loons languish in the lagoons of corporate jungle lies,
As acids test the beds of rivers afoul by dumpings at dirty outlet lines,

Then tending to a hot engine road-side, a blood-curdling cry erupts,
And you look over to form a figure in the darkness of the forest belly,
And the silhouette morphs into a darting woman's curves unarrested,



And you cower in terror before feral eyes stalking their prey of flesh,

So throwing down the water jug, you jam yourself in the driver's seat,
But she leans in through the passenger window, crying mysteriously,
And you freeze, screaming shrilly, feeling your skin turning steely, 
When she touches your trembling lips, and all speech is so curtailed,

Promptly then, your door slams shut, and she slides the car into gear,
And you lurch over the ditch, and rumble across a field of corn-row,
Stalk crumpling beneath you, thud-thumping the belly metal below,
As she cackles, emerald eyes dancing--and you panic in salty tears.

x Kicking Clouds In Your Sleep

There is the river, she whispers, where I was born,
Where I would like us both to return,
And you wake up at your old lectern, 
As you go careening off the ledge of the universe,

Professor, are you alright? a student has asked,
And you answer half-witted to wholly missing,
Still reeling in the vision that you have just had,
Still vivid in detail, but vitally short on missives,

Where was I? you say, covering up quickly,
Ah, Yes, the Profits--and you almost call it quits,
When you rediscover that portal in your iris,
That led you to the forest there in the first place,

So after the hour, when class is all finished for another day,
You lock yourself in your small study and change the shades,
In order to escape these shallow agendas and plastic plays,
And buzz more alive on wealths of painless fantasies staid,

And you shut your lids, yet your mind still insists,
On flitting about a bit, before slipping back under,



In the car plunging into the bubbling black river,
As the wild woman holds you fast by your wrists,

When you struggle against her, and break fast for freedom,
And rise up over, swimming to the surface of your dreams,
But the sky above reflects the one you once fled bleeding,
As you feel unseen hands falling on kicking legs and feet,

No! you cry out, just before getting pulled under,
And the water smothers your throat's tepid retort, 
But the woman's voice is so guttural it carries over,
As her mothering instincts drown out your chorus,

And again you come anew to a waking world,
Lying in a heap beside your couch in the study,
Sturdier having seen behind the girl of shrouds,
But wary of kicking clouds in your sleep now.

xi Daze Of Misanthropy

Nothing's worth its salt: Not in this world's wordiest wishes,
But one thing is for certain: There'll always be more kisses,
For at the end of the earth, all any heart-string deserves is,
Some tenderness, before coming to endless tattered stitches,

So lest we be unafraid then, let us not over-extend our visits,
For every little bit counts, but the numbers aren't adding up,
And if we hold on to anything else for too long we'll miss it,
Sending senses into over-drive for just mere morsels of love,

For the real merit of every existence lies in the skipping stones,
And the beach-set stones encircling old candle-lit dinner sconces,
As songs sew the wind's strands into the tide and sands of home,
Where lovers are reminded of little ones once standing so alone,

That they would wind up in the arms of someone unconditional,



But not against the over-romantic, or the super-casually unreal,
And everyone who seizes life loses it in installments by instants,
That can be calculated with cold logic too convincingly simple,

So when one hand crushes, the next will soon convulse,
And the party will harden, and the panic will surmount,
And the core family will falter, as the fans will revolt,
And the stands will empty of the support of the world,

And after all the poetry is read, and wine is drunk,
And after all the wars are fought, and love is won,
And after all the thought is said, and time is run,
Can't there be a tad more, of what we came from?

But you cannot stand for the boredom any longer,
And you cannot tolerate any failure one day more,
For you cannot extol the virtues of livings velvet,
When common pitfalls outwit even helpers elven,

For although some days graces are grandest in scope,
Your teeth typically grit over brands deep in the fold,
As humanity's crushing manacles aggrandize its egos,
Stupefying you into incredulous dazes a misanthrope.



II
Kicking The Dog Electric

i. In Transit

Try to imagine, another spent night's turn of the pattern, 
A faded old world blueprint, for the way we once were,
And settle your far sights on, a grand new resurrection,
Where meddling matters might burn on ever afterward,

For the mint of the make, and mould of the master, 
May hold no sway on a world of bold young artists, 
Ruled by empathy, compassion--and faith's fetters, 
And every other common such sisters and brothers,

Still, its hard to let go of the grasping, 
So attached to the imaginary things, 
Yet transient are all of the trappings, 
While we still each continue to cling,

And its easy to see, prove and understand, 



That these times are very temporary,
But its too hard to swallow, or to get behind, 
When it's every child for the chariot.

So we lose ourselves in the spin, of everyday pundits, 
Whirling upon funnels of fear,
Focused on the next meaningful moments, key milestones—
Or laudable landmark years,

Meanwhile, the precious seconds, of real existence,
Go slipping behind time's mirrors,
And between our fingers fly the fires of life's laughters,
And liberty's bells' tolling nearer.

For truer emancipations triumph from the trivial and tragic, 
Whenever they are well chosen, to shine upon the masses,
Yet, it is a matter of the mind, for the meek and enslaved, 
To go and shun their tasking cynics, in order to be saved.

For while wicked machines grind down our simpler dreams, 
We punch in and out of torturous rounds, screaming for freedom,
From a subtler subterfuge, hidden between the porous seams, 
Of the fabric of all spacetime, and sound's more salient strings.

ii. Mortal Falls

What if you were never really born here:
Never even conceived, let alone reared?
What if you were transformed by mirrors,
Into mirages of formerly tangible fears?

What would you regret not saying or doing—
Or even at all attempting?
What would you take back to do over again--
Or never again mention?



More will fall, than can ever rise up effortlessly, 
And more stumble, than can ever stand in freely,
And more fail, than can ever win favour's lead, 
And more wonder, than can ever succeed easily,

But the bitter irony of life is, if we don't try to live,
We'll never learn of its likenesses,
And while today may be freely taken for granted, 
Tomorrow may never arise again.

So what if one day you were suddenly gone?
Who would remember you for you, for very long?
Who cares about waking up in the morning, love,
When darling memories are still left unsung?

And what if for once you actually existed here?
Who would dare to say that you even belonged?
For whoever cares about silly star-gazing, dear, 
If you never even dare to wish upon just one?

So go on then, and jump blindly, or stay still asleep, 
But don't pretend your living out freedom's dream,
By simply praying everyone minds their own keep,
And leaves you to your little ship of meager means,

Because we're all in this together, regardless of fir or feather, 
And no one's fully and completely sure, of anything anymore--
So we must ensure, before becoming anonymous any worse,
Wiser words are always considered--and calmly put down first.

iii. Drops Of Happiness

Spatterings of special acknowledgments cover us,
Peppering our days with small love's incentives,
Conditioning our beliefs, if we persist long enough,
Someone may finally begin to understand love,



And then a total stranger will stand up and say, 
'Hey, that person really has something, right?'
But the inner child's spotless dreams evaporate, 
Before budding beneath their bowing spotlights.

See self-sabotage lingers around every corner, 
And this sinful world is full of hurtful pessimists,
For ever since the sentient first learned words, 
We've been weaving our own best confessions,

For its so simple to describe our deepest weaknesses, 
When we've experienced them with such rawnesses,
But elucidating the conquests is often confusing to us, 
Since we're stooping more, in order to draw up less.

And just when everything seems to be kicking along so wildly, 
You trip and careen, into the bottomless wellspring back-sliding,
And you find yourself on the bone-pile of human destiny lying,
Hearing spirits spinning hell-tales about lost lives they had led,

For its not so simple, as to uplift other people's passions, 
To save short happy seats, for our sorry selfish selves,
When there are better opportunities, far more gratifying, 
Lying in breathless wait, behind our shifting inner veils,

So go on and avail yourself of who you were once, 
And also who you never were, whenever you can,
And lay to waste the weeds of personal conformity, 
That you've been sewing in earnest, unto eternity,

And let your internal kid clamber, over the mossy old stone walls,
Of your former father's failures, and his instinctual inhibitions tall,
To place more pat importance, on a younger you's inner callings,
And your own sure satisfaction met, felt most full intrinsically.



iv. More Morse Code

Ever the harder you dare to save someone, 
The more difficult they go and make it to do,
Enslaving you by their denial's sharp tongue,
Just to feel something inside of them move,

But good people are slowly growing wiser to the fools,
Who are irresponsibly using their time-tempered tools,
Turning the garish games against us gullible, who will, 
Ignore charitable chances to challenge changeling truths,

And although many high-flying beacon signals abound,
And signs in full repair, prepare us for futures fecund--
Of taking measures, everybody inevitably wiggles out,
Against imaginary forecasts of dismal despairs profound, 

For we didn't lash together this ship of whipping seasons, 
Or choose these wicked callings, damning posterity's fields,
And we won't budge for judgments we feel unfairly uneven,
Beyond free wills to bear, or cold convictions to believe in,

But the broadest beacons will always buckle under before last light,
And one day stars will wink no more, for our children's inner plights,
For as our babes fall victims to the lies of our ancestors' precursors,
We will live on long in sin, lost languishing for further fell failures.

So retreat to your inner dream dragons, and craftiest word-wagons,
And be immune to criticism, while still relentlessly pacing forward,
Toward newborn brainstorm mornings of peaceful wills and motion, 
On brighter days dawning undaunted by sundown's oldest devotions.

Until then, however, while debating over whom the guilt keeps,
We are arguing on borrowed time, vanishing between the weeks,
Busying ourselves by dealing with the far more desperate seasons,
As inner curves race into hyperbole toward nothingnesses' seams,



And the lines blur through the eyes of the mind's night,
Where nothing is so wrong, that it could ever be right, 
And anything randomly right, is righteously rewarded, 
To be right, despite lack of facts, or lawful lore for it.

v. Loving In Times Of Trouble

We go into foreign bodies, killing all the white blood cells, 
So the innocent citizens are bloodied, with weakened wills,
And then we pick up the pieces, declaring who's sick still,
And who will need their prescriptions written out or filled,

And then the drugs will dull gradually, growing ineffective, 
As almost every patient is declared too hopelessly defective,
So only by long installments of anguish and sweat indefinite, 
Can debts to doctors be paid back, for questionable medicine.

For at mad-mens' sharpened hands, of all things scientific,
To experiments, our grandfathers were unjustly subjected,
And our nations are kneeling, under complaceny's blankets,
So maddeningly widespread have we been over-medicated,

And the mischievous charlatans are muttering denouncements,
Calmly claiming that people when left unfettered parse reason,
And so society must first trust raw numbers to juggle just counts,
Yet they are still sending in their own kids for opinions second.

For the ether-web's overseers' juried justice systems,
Have been super-sanctioning us, for killing each other,
But despite science fictions, and zeitgeist suspicions,
The real truth is far more wildly shocking, brothers,

See, its not so semi-real, or hyper-actively existential,
As the war-criers would have you actually understand, 
But at a higher subconscious, we must always demand,



Where philosophy's foot falls, and its hands tend to land,

So when things get bad, and no one's left to pin the sins on,
Let's stop tampering with the evidences of shallow things,
And start at last unquestioning who if anybody is to blame,
As everybody will ultimately walk the same last pale plank.

For in a somber sentence, in a sentient shell of emotion--
Sopping wet with devotion, yet still so boldly hypocritical,
Life isn't worth dying for, so we embrace its hatreds more,
Letting love go by the wayside, growing grimly forward.

vi. Beware Of Man

Beware of every terror until you're trembling with fear, 
About things unlikely to happen in a hundred billion years,
For we will not ever bite you, no we will not even care, 
If you just mind your existence, letting us hold the mirrors,

For staring down the enemy in a crowd is always hard to do, 
When one can never tell a friend from foe, or from former fools,
And you will never come to truly know, just who is who is who,
Standing so toe-to-toe with so many souls from others' shoes,

So some cry out conspiracy theories, in times of war-crime animals, 
And surmising on life's queries, by consulting with quacks and idiots,
They single out the celebrity sensations, of our underground seasons, 
Toppling common sense's equilibriums, for everyone's insane once,

And we are lost in whirling worlds of cliched verbiage,
About being proud for being so very cowed and misled,
While innocents are shedding blood on cobblestone beds, 
Thanks to our corrupted government's hired guns abroad,

But then blame will circle, hitting you where it pools into turns, 
Transforming you into your very own incensing nemesis spurned,



Suddenly convicted for everything you ever despised or burned,
Yet remaining unrepentant, tending toward the lies you learned,

And so, soon, looking sickly sullen, in your shifty little sinful slump,
You are cruelly-minded, with woefully wicked schemes pumping up,
And you are skipping through streets, dancing down devious ditties,
Living outside of guilt's great ruin, and far within free will's self-pity, 

But life's arduous crevices commonly find out faults in doubters all,
As our inner voices call out, and our subconscious nests revolve,
On third act swan-song sunset last downs, challenging the calls,
On once thought last chance legs, now best penultimate scenarios,

Yet your faiths crack and crumble from their former fickle frames,
Around what you once believed to be tried and loved--and truly sane,
And you are sentenced to relive old times anew, reborn and remade, 
Under familiar stories ancient, with familiar rules for similar games.

vii Bars Are Made To Break

Oh, how long has it ever really been,
Since you sent Venus to the Moon?
And what time of day did you topple,
Those towers that were stopping you?

Oh, when were you wishing for the mountains to slide--
Or for the tallest temples to up and tumble to the side?
And when exactly were the hills going to come alive, 
Under sudden cries of surrender to swifter scarlet skies?

And how long has it ever been since you cleverly created,
Something which you could call your very own little baby?
And what time of year were you ever less thoughtless, lady,
Again beginning to discuss ways of getting back to basics?

For there's no time to deliberate, no time to conceal, 



And no time for hesitation, leaving life unrevealed,
So burn every bridge, to the burden of anger's jails, 
And turn down every jaded jaw of justice rhetorical,

For the rampant reasons we scrape and drag our feet is, 
It's easier to fall in line, than to break our chains freely,
So we neglect the more important businesses, blankly, 
Letting pin-heads make the biggest changes, unoverseen,

For nobody wants to waste anymore real time guessing, 
How we are going to survive these deepening messes,
As everybody's suffering from the maddening demises, 
Of an inhuman people misled by their own ancient hexes.

So sign off for your mortgages on the skies, 
Which are rightfully all of creation-kind's,
And buy your plot on the far side of the moon, 
For real estate will be going up there soon, 

Yes, we'll be mining for Helium-3 in the distant galaxies, 
Spreading ourselves throughout the solar system's reaches,
Fighting over what planet's yours, and which star's mine—
When in truth, none of us could ever really afford them.

viii. Dawning Eternity

Did the ancients see the comets coming, 
Before the craters were formed?
Did the cavemen witness the end, 
In times of yore and yoke--or ever before?

And however have we advanced so far,
In only a hundred odd years,
While the rest of human history's cards, 
Run under such savage gears?



Well, necessity is the big mother of inventing things,
And so it's been necessary for us to spread our wings,
Yet now, more and more, our newer understandings,
Are dragging us down, into dilemma's older strings,

And this red ride rages on, and rolls over, forever faster, 
Giving us less time to shed our sudden second guesses,
And less time to correct our messes, before losing focus,
In the frantic fanfare, of war's technological prowesses.

But too busy to even decide, what to let slide in life,
And what to let love, and what to let die in sacrifice,
We sap the strength, from love's collective ringlets,
Keeping society off-kilter, a falling spring on steps,

And so unable to find faultless footholds, 
Toward the survival of intelligence's roles,
We slide relentlessly back into abysses old,
From when we once slithered so long ago, 

Yet, bold like viruses, we will work our way further outward, 
Establishing other nebular networks, at neural nexus outposts,
And less and less will we be torn from lower mortal moulds,
Left smugly ruling hell's fields we'll come to know as home,

And we will not ever be destroyed by big rock of fire or frost, 
Nor our own recklessly self-indulging aspirations' final costs,
Nor will more powerful forces ever be reckoned with than us,
Or the sadistic egoisms, of every sick arrogant wish we won.

ix. Destiny's Dotted Line

The deal is, you don't get to drink, or smoke, 
Or sing, or stroll, or saunter--or even stride,
And you must fall into place, and into purpose, 
And of course, you must surely fall into line,



And then they'll ring the bell, when it's time to poop or spell--
Or to play perpetual hide and spy,
And all of the while, they'll watch with evil wile while well,
Leaving morality to a higher side.

And once upon a life, everyone comes to sign destiny's dotted line,
In a contract unaligned with leaders we are now following blindly,
Yet choosing otherwise, none are obliged to answer hollow idols,
If idle ideals seem too ill conceived to be revered or believed at all. 

And we ourselves must not be overly concerned, 
With the twisted words of these wicked people,
For this paradise goes poof, the instant we learn,
To believe their falsifying phrases of fear and evil.

After all, the everyday simpletons still sense the truth, 
When intuition inevitably comes hard home to roost,
For under the company's cruelly-ruled shit shift zoos,
Us worker ants witness an enslavement of all humans.

But before long, we'll level the hurt, and turn down this world inside out, 
In order to pound back poser posses strutting in their monkey-suit doubts,
And we'll outsmart the money-changers, shaming their souls' old sell-off's, 
Before dangerously concealed deals seal our cultural noose's oddest knots.

So sign off on life's slick slivers anyway, just to eat for another day, 
And have your impermanent stays, in your most unreserved hastes,
And ultimately we may meet, in some feathered futures unfeigned,
But for now you must fall cursed to the ultra-hedon's hapless reigns.

Meanwhile, we'll be super-stellar star-swimming, a million life years away, 
Straying through the great dark cosmic park out of curiousity's cadences,
Laughing high on larks over others falling hard back on earth, so hilarious,  
Struggling through their drudgeries, such hollow drones, undead so drugged.



x. The Jesters Of Euphemism

Sometimes its just good to let yourself crack up and give in to the news-feed, 
So incessant is the seething stinging inside you so badly, numbing you anew,
For with the radio on, we feel more at home, hoping for better worlds reborn,
Yet never forgetting, everyone's alone, especially those holding us closer in,

And for this brief here and now, we are all relatively free ones, 
Yet we're still all, very much entirely held down by our demons,
Wondering if it would be better, to buckle under, or reel onward,
Boldly busting open our colder inner shells before trauma's morn,

But with the booming televisions in our disintegrating faces, 
We lose the longer senses of spacing, getting teleported away,
Onto palm-lined islands, or into gritty detective story cities—
But always to strangely attractive places, odd of familiarities,

Yet, this place is definitely where moral is sure of fire,
And the human graveyard is more pure of sin or sacrifice, 
And everyone here secures higher children unblemished, 
For a serpentine new age of vices' disguises revisited.

But even in the revolutions of evolution, we lose our purposes, 
Beginning to praise leaders for their overly rhetorical tongues,
Just to be ultra-confident we're covering all of the bases best,
While rashly plunging forward after the jesters of euphemism.

And so, we never mind the sinister ulterior motives, 
That the propagandists and fear-makers are made of,
Because we can't comprehend, feeling so controlled, 
When we could have felt more favourably capable.

Sometimes though, some clouds float in,
With more of a real face than your own,
And you touch a light to a countenance,
That only you could ever truly behold.



And you remember that the sentences you've said for so long, 
With such strong conviction, were all so very wrong in sense,
Because the only locks you've ever committed to being under, 
Were the ones you left open for free prisoners to wander yonder.

xi. Endless Forgettance 

If none other, remember this lesson: 
Forget everything you've ever been told about opportunity,
And challenge coincidence, with a confident commitment, 
Written in the stars on your ceiling,

Then second yourself another chance catalyst, for a renewed day, 
And practice kissing the missing missions more regularly again,
For being a burned-out player, near the curtains of a sold-out play, 
You are pandering to the fears within your self-control to change.

And so you say to yourself, all of that is well and good for somebody else, 
But who could ever rebound from such a rotund resistance as this?
And you're so afraid of failure, it's amazing you're still here at all,
Just a stitch-eyed doll, in a raggedy existence, riding on string and straw.

But culling the coldest comforts, in your foremost self-destructive trials, 
Whereby scratching back past patterns, and erasing wilder future thrills,
You are enthralled by the psychological unravellings of your own free will, 
Crippling your ability to break free for dreams--or clearly to think at all.

And then your fearful spirit murmurs, and your internal terror triples, 
And ferreting out character traits synonymous with being singled out,
You stand naked, rippling with a history fabricated by barriers mental,
As your barons' inner wars echo hollow horrors between themselves,

And then throwing down shadows on your dalliances' mazes, 
In their challenging chases, of empty fulfillment's basements,
Your savage wheel rolls faithfully onward, relentlessly forward,



As you fall backward, sparing heavy hands behind wary words.

So who knows how much is really enough, and how little to follow up on,
And who can tell how far goes beyond, and how close comes redemption,
For wishes are simple for lovers wondrous with wonder, and eyes starry, 
But redeeming chances blown uses holes older than this world can carry.

For wind-listeners catch the whistle, on the minds of malevolent mills,
Warning us in small doubt, madly elegant thrills are distracting us still,
As survival's ultra-trivial gauntlets mass-mesmerize our wilting wills,
With manipulative-minded little concepts on living without love's fill.

III. Birthright's Romances Unchained

i. Ugly Luggage

On a plane toward where no one knows, 
On a train into tales of tunnels untold,



Everyone ends up owning a piece of home, 
And then a piece of the rest of the world,

And when we've dissected every local attraction, 
And dispensed with every original entertainment,
We will end up escaping to our wilder civilizations, 
Seeking out means beyond our commoner stations,

And vacations do come west, as east goes escapism,
And luggage is bought, and baggage is sold again,
And so jet-lagged, we come out of it plainly drained,
Bank accounts jolted--and red lips raw under rain.

For even pictures lose interest, in what their own cellulose captures, 
And people will ever seek newer raptures, to calm their wanderlusts,
But the random patterns of past pleasures, born of wonder and luck, 
Are uneasily repeated, beyond the fortunate and the thunderstruck.

And everyone takes sick days, at times when feeling better,
Resisting the control, of slave-holders wielding the rulers,
But the powers that ever be, will still withhold the feeders, 
If we don't run or cower, before their every uttered creed.

And they're marching us into war, cruelly imposing illegal taxes, 
Stunning us down for being too boldly embattled in taking action,
For any government fears loose cannons getting too overly active, 
And no wonderment is welcome here, for young or old alike in it,

So we punch in our cards, and fall freely into single cell file,
And we book our tickets, just to get away for another while,
And we flee the day, leaving it all behind for a week at last,
To visit distant beaches, and seas endlessly unwinding past,

And maybe we're on this wheel for the wrong reasons, after all, 
And we're just too scared to do right, by a hero's nobler throes,
For if all look away at once, no one will grow wiser to our rows, 



And we'll spin these lies to look like lives we've wanted to sew.

ii. Muck Along Mayhem

To put it flatly, I almost got killed in heavy traffic three times today,
But I kept on smiling like I'd just won the lottery of the greatest grade,
And I was almost bitten by rabid dogs off their chains in frothy rages,
But steady as I am I hit my stride, and gave each of them decent chases,

See the sunspots of serendipity will devour your darkest days' spades, 
If used properly, with a positive intention, for a lack of hate or haste,
But you must first wish for deliverance from the empty grasping games, 
And transcend the temptations of being someone needing to be saved.

Trust me, it works, but to deserve the purely powerful payback, 
You must stop to stoop to serve yourself first for once, and at last, 
Open up to the patent possibility, that all that has ever gone past,
Results from your own retelling of it, inside of yourself recast.

And therefore every coincidence is certainly strangely interconnected,
Leading you to say something else, about what you wish to mention,
On the state of humanity's broad course, and bone-brittle constitution, 
When given the chance to hold discourse, in a free forum to be blunt.

But adopted helplessnesses lurk, around every slippery corner, 
Of an intellect in its own best defense against its charges borne,
Challenging it to prove itself despite pasts flawlessly performed,
Mocking its ability to ever begin to learn to love itself anymore.

And you sit there, listening in fear, of there never being another world, 
Other than this carcass caricature, of which we all well know and serve,
And in bitten lip, you pull your best pessimist, siding with the cynical, 
Clinging to the cold comforts of throwing more doubts onto the whole.

But muck along baby, for daring to dream, you may find your way out yet, 
For if you accidentally happen to meet someone you can trust as a friend,



Someday they may open up your eyes, to the right of rising above death, 
Beyond these godless gripping grinds, of lusts unslung, and lips so listless,

For otherwise you'll retread red cards, upset by old unfairnesses, 
Unable to live at peace with the dust--or to love the dirt like us,
Who've cast down in distrust, the mad veils of mortal illusions,
Unwilling to bow to the illogical idols of delusions' deepest clubs.

iii. Crystal Fountains Aflame

You must be kidding me, he said rather bashfully,
I didn't know girls came in such fashions, really,
But then she blushed, and retreated to the trenches,
Of her heart's seriously complicated intentions,

And this did not surprise him much at all, so instead,
He returned to his prior gloomy depressions and such,
Until she decided his approach deserved an outer touch,
With a little more comprehensive human introspection,

So they coyly courted, with sweet ease of step, in a slickened slide, 
In a certain style unknown, to any other better, still kickingly alive,
And they spilled, into each other's constant crystal fountains afire,
Of faith for fairer weather measures, and finer-fallen balances hired,

And never faintly threatened, or cast into doubt, 
Of one another's characters and auras so wonderful,
They compared each other, to past old fools both,
Still frolicking in the licks of their downward spirals.

And it seemed there was never any other lovers before, 
But it was confounding, how it almost took forever,
For despite living for eternity in the vicinity the same,
They'd remained unfamiliar with each other's face's fames.



And yet they were very glad, that they had finally made it, 
And the pains of their earlier separations would wane away,
And they would finally fade into the star's dawn escaping, 
On super steady steeds of birthright's romances unchained.

Yet, somewhere impossibly low in their soul's abysses,
There lurked lingering fears, and coyly loitering kisses,
Where one second lost in the mists of lust's greedy grips, 
The next they'd be standing afresh with separation slips,

And reality would shift again, for a sail more familiar and full,
And the dawn would run in--and the fog would lift all failings,
And they would live as one at last, in innocence for once undone,
For every other lonely person here is just another loveless gun.

iv. The Low And The Malleable 

Passive persons often purport, everything just is what it is, 
And that is it--end of question, end of lesson, end of story,
For from full-fledged monks, to more amateurish buddhists,
Many of the people believe that the world is mostly normal,

But free wills will always run on, roaringly over-rampant,
In humankind's haphazard history yet to be stamped in,
For even when we pause to ponder on the pandemoniums,
We bow to pander to the lowest common denominations.

See, whoever admits defeat, gets left behind yesterday's lines, 
In a game, or a drama--or a real life, in any instance or kind,
When the weaker wills resist the temptation to change the mind,
Avoiding the let-downs that arise from better stations in life,

But they think that the others, are all in common agreement, 
Because nobody has ever voiced any real objections about it,
But the problem is, losing focus on the peripheries hexes us, 
As society's wiser phantoms vanish into seasons unmentioned.



Yes, the future is clearly heaven, and awfully, it's almost full, 
For the lights have been let in on the riddles, by alien mouths,
Meddling with us, testing our wills, to see who's most capable,
And who's just another animal of the lowly and the malleable.

And as some of us make progress, and boldly give ourselves over, 
To our inner selves' governments, beyond the influences of others,
We're being richly rewarded by a science of signs from the shrouds,
Signaling single sources will soon show us the straightest roads out,

But we do not say anything, to you who disbelieve, 
Unlike what you would have us to conceive,
But instead we slip out side-doors, hoping no one sees, 
Or notices, and tries to keep us from fleeing,

Because joining genius chances resides in more than you will ever know,
In every sliver of human bone, on random nights' brainstorms unrolled,
But we often don't follow up enough on, how expression relies so solely, 
On homeward bound solitudes to rule the roost of creation's soul rising.

v. Morning Anywhere

While low attitudes of high affluence are commonly considered current, 
Some less flashy influences have gone dormant over modern world events,
And plenty of everything, seems the standard of living in here for certain, 
As dastardly tyrants take more of their share than they were ever meant,

But fear permeates the impoverished people beyond our ability to help, 
Perpetuating the elitist divide, from where lone rebels will lurk about,
And since we think there's less to live off of on our scarred lands now, 
We're hording our hits, before the karmic cupboards go bare somehow.

So we let our sisters and brothers, from other countries perish out,
As our soldiers blindly mute and massacre their poor savage mouths,
And we stuff ourselves with everything from the plastic plates around, 



To the bloody paper money of our own mad preferences profound,

And we taunt the hypocritical critics of church politics, and state prayer, 
And all of the long-standing institutions funding our mad escapades of fear,
As we roll forever over into tangential roles of deep toxic self-destruction, 
Until the guns outnumber the babies, and talk never turns to redemption.

And absolutely anywhere you wake up on our Great Mother earth, 
You're still being held responsible, for the make-up of terran terms,
For everyone owns wide influence, over the world's wickedest works, 
Unless you've lived in the woods unknown, a hermit from the first,

And so everyone has an ever-recurring choice to enjoin free will's bind,
And decide whether you'll up-fist and refuse to lower made-up minds,
Or to let justice's ill-conceived chances, slide between the voided lines, 
Of personal moral discomforts, and nerve embers felt so stingingly alive, 

Yet life gets much worse, before even getting a slender bit better in stakes, 
And shedding feathers hurt to turn over, as bad weather worsens to break,
And the sad price of passivity grows apparent on every pale-patterned face,
Oiling money's slick machine, before challenging the jails that it makes,

And always too often acquiescing to the shackles of propaganda's gossip, 
Is as suspect as any angled sure-shot, and lies so painfully obvious on us,  
That we inevitably blush and bluster, about the reasons we couldn't revolt, 
Patriotism becoming our crutches' crowns, as infamously reknowned of old.  

vi. Don't Mention The Naysayers

Positive thinking's for the birds, and the bullshitters' wilder words, 
And praying on a star never really worked once in this liar's world,
But what does create results is just filling back in the wishing wells, 
Where still waters once ran deep within the halls of nimbler skulls,

And always asking yourself, however to attempt to turn this,
Massive merry-go-round of death about in a cinch succinctly,



Will more certainly spare you a crossroads harsh of conflicts,
Mirroring where best to turn off in order to get out in a pinch,

For life's to do with an about-face, in a boat race, 
Or on a camel-ride, in the dunes of dismal days,
For even in the face of constant failure's refrains, 
The biggest successes simply persisted anyway, 

For the notion of winning anything, at any of this, 
Without an ocean of blood, sweat--and painfulness,
Is less than perfect, and will never happen except, 
In the lost fabled springs of limbo's long concepts.

Yeah, we need another shot of good old political free will, 
And a whole lot more imagination, in the everyday people,
And to say something to the slump-shouldered ones soon, 
Before they panic pulling us down, by dirty sunsets stolen,

And someone needs to pray, for our children's educations, 
Before they drag us down by their immoral occupations,
And someone needs to take care of themselves sooner on, 
For everybody else's sake it feels, doesn't it seem here, son?

So hush down now, noble one, and don't mention the naysayers anymore, 
For they are just mirages on your grand quest to getting uplifted later on,
And don't rely on us too much to pick you up once we're dead and gone,
For without fairness full of wing, our days are all numbered tombstones.

So, play dead for dog-days, to regain your spark's gumption, if you must, 
But then it best be up with chin and on with it—once again living unsung,
For with two scraped knees forward, and two worn hands swaying along, 
Every good story deserves more of it--and then for it all to end just once.

vii. Who Said Anything About Love

She laughed rather nervously, saying she didn't believe in true love, 



And I shrugged my shoulders, hoping she wouldn't run against us,
But I should have asked her why she paid passion's pattern's pages,
So much inspection for someone so callous about attention's gazes?

But stop this tinkering, with your rawest emotions, 
Trying to protect yourself from saintly sermons,
And pay more attention, to the threat of ruin's rant,
From the petty tyrants, to the super-sly sycophants.

For this wild old world rolls over into such randomness,
That while we still love to idolize fashion's fairest faces,
When a couple clicks, it's a chemistry just so mysterious,
Its impossible to replace, despite patterned appearances,

For whether in the form, of someone of your type or taste, 
Or rather another one, of a more foreign display to trace,
Don't be so quick to let her go, just as if on any old day, 
She would come along again, unblessed by moon phase.

For we are all granted a limited time offer to like another one, 
Or to lust, or to love, or to long for--or to live with, for a laugh--
Only to be snatched back again, to the pits of a pyre's anguish,
From whence we once fled, so lonely from privater stations,

But until then, we have the chance to change our fears, 
And at last find out, our commitment's most eager regrets,
So that we can make better use, of our time spent in years,
Dreamily tripping together, despite certain ends sheared.

For we're all soft-hearted creatures, of comfort and creativity, 
And we love to observe the features of lovers' idiosyncrasies,
And we love to hug and coo, and console each other calmingly, 
For we're all lap-cats longing to be cajoled early and earnestly,

And we live to be stroked and cuddled, and rolled over so tenderly, too,
Tending to gasp in passion-filled flings of flesh-hood ravishment's fuel,



But if we don't ever get over the deepest roots of our resistances soon,
We'll never outnumber minutes missing in intimate instances ensuing.

viii. Warden, War's No Freedom

So her bumper sticker read, If behind our troops you don't stand, 
Feel most free to step forward then, and stand in front of them,
And yet the aging driver, with her curly poodle, and sinister sneer, 
Was akin to no war-monger's visage, with which I was familiar,

And I wondered what she'd say, if her son was killed the next day, 
In a pointless political scuffle--overseas, under harm's refrain--
And I wondered, had he already gone that hapless victim's way? 
And was her poseur patriotism, merely his loss compensation?

For leaves are all peaceful little parts of the world, 
Yet in the fall, they always die and tumble downward,
And likewise never has such innocence floundered,
Straying so close to war criminals, we're core-turned,

And it's unimaginable what will happen, if we don't switch back, 
This battle-racketeering momentum, to uncover history's tracks,
For we need to work toward, tackling our big lack of education, 
And inhuman conditions of our poor, and sicknesses of our nations.

Yet some will say I am being unpatriotic, and I could be neurotic,
And I should be proud of what I've got, being any country's citizen,
And they will say I should be grateful for the situation I'm born in, 
And opportunities I'm given, and have come to breathe on--and in,

But beware false patriots basing their flat world views on paper words,  
For in our ultra-narrow worlds, we're the ones with knowledge to burn,
Power, time--and tutelage--to force facades into agnostic focus at last, 
For hope's eventual rebirth, from what was once impossibly lost to us.

But you hide behind false flags, idols, brands, names, numbers, places, 



People, profits--and gilded steeples built on innocent people's graves,
While only the marginalized artists harbour any real feelings anymore, 
Desperately reasoning with old tyrants to level the killing fields of war,

And so we clamber on, to help tiny neurons try to understand, 
That everyone's responsible, for where this terran pack lands,
Whether it be in the cold chronic invasions, of far foreign lands, 
Or the deeply systemic evasions of war-crime trials on stand. 

ix. Spending Your Life On Sale

You snap and smash the alarm clock with one rigid fist, 
And you get up, and put on your crisp pin-striped suit,
And after sugar loops, and ten laps on the tread-mill, 
You hail a cab, guzzling java, sleepily drooling still,

And on the way, you chat with the driver every little bit,
Waxing on the weather, women--and your next vacation,
And then you break away, to get the day over with again, 
Before growing more bored of the trips than their ends.

And maybe a quick month in the tropics, will numb you enough, 
To go on slugging it, for another year in your Orwellian slumber, 
Or maybe another interesting tryst, or a new hobby to get lost in, 
Will sustain your apathy toward the holy wars and open slaughter,

But one day you'll remember, this isn't just a place for dreams to swim, 
Or to take so lightly you lose sight of them, closing the openings given,
And you'll wish you'd spent far less contemplation on the lowlier lines, 
Instead of what you're really here for, the lighter sides of living besides,

Instead, however, most of your years will roll onward forever unhindered, 
Throughout the pop robotic motions, of your super lower inward subculture,
And you will crave, cherish, and crystallize--and perpetually perish under—
But you will always again return, to this hurtful world of vulturous vendors,



And you will live it all over, again and again, to infinity and then more, 
Until you finally get it, and learn to have your following reconsidered,
For you've preferred harrowing wires, that were far higher to hurdle,
And the hands that were harder to hold--as in the fires hotter to handle,

And yes, life's a sucker's paradise of seductive vices, if left unchallenged, 
And of viciously vexing visions, and vicarious livings, if left unaccounted,
When we could all be so much better off, if licensed to level life's ice fields,  
To clear the way for our long-shot journeys of time's redemptions revealed.

And when we break our shallow shells of shameful self-selections, 
And choose to first embrace our immaterial future conceptions,
We'll expand the horizons, of our meager mental misfortunes, 
Before the forces of enormous conformity collectively settle in.

x. Great Whisky Number One

Jake, take another double-shot of ivy's sweet poison on me, okay? 
Because what doesn't slowly kill us, might go and do it right away,
And we'll drown our forlorn tomorrows, in golden dream sorrows, 
As we slide slurring slip-knot into long lost yesterdays borrowed.

And we will reminisce about how we could have had it made, 
Or how we did, but then we went, and lost it an instant later,
And we'll commiserate, over the rain, or the bill again, waiter!
Or whatever crosses our brains, so lightly on the go with words,

And when someone fresh walks in, from reality's cold wet drizzle, 
Just looking for a big bite to claim, and a crisp dark pint to guzzle,
We'll shuffle down the shiny bar, and strike up some conversation, 
About the timing of World War III, and how society's sinking in,

And we'll chime how it happens that ultimately any organized religion, 
Has no place in modern models of responsibly overseen government,
Until the newbies are enthralled in the exploding volume's argument, 
Boldly defending a church's sole rights to relevance since dawn began,



And then we'll back off a bit, unwilling to really push the subject, 
And we'll return to our sly one-liners, and shots of rum and gin,
And the strangers may exit at first, or press on with it in distress, 
But by then we will have our theories' twisted turns well drilled in,

And they will never fully forget what they'd heard from us, 
Despite their blind incredulity, and quietly scoffing mouths,
And once home, they'll research the subjects on the internet--
And learn to believe in us, to their satisfactions sadly met.

Perhaps then at work, by the water cooler on Monday morning, 
They'll relate their sober research, to other people as a warning,
And they'll say we're way off course, like tidal waves crashing, 
Toward pivotal points of no return, upon rocky shores dashing,

And after smashing this ultra-pure oasis, into vanity's villainous visage,
Our ever splurging purses will summon materialisms too manic to manage,
And in desperately short order, our worlds will no longer exist, except in, 
The sad and delicate sacred illusions of our childishly pointless choosing.

xi. Thirteen Hours Ago

Absolutely everything was very different before, 
But now it's all so similar, it makes me wonder,
When I was only four years old, was I a stranger?
Or was I too used to the world any longer to care?

For the tragedy of the everyday rarely even fazed me, 
Except in the lighter kind of wishy-washy ways seen,
And only on occasional days, did I ever break down, 
And throw up two hands, furious with the state of town.

See, thirteen long hours, or short decades ago, our lives were easier,
And by nurturing more spirituality, we could have done much better, 
But instead we grew bolder, madder, and pettier as we flew up higher,



With every new invention known, inane in lot--or acquired under fire,

And striving to make our posterity's lives that little bit easier, 
We've been ensuring we're cloning our own ignorances earlier,
So we're sending our children, into their futures defenseless, 
Without good maps of reason, or volumes of common sense,

And for however long it's really been, after all is said and done,
Since peaceful sanity ever resisted, seems perpetually irrelevant,
For whatever wrongs we've done to date, are each easily absolved,
To mend harms from existence's injustices left unacknowledged.

For in hindsight, all we needed to do to find some more friends, 
Was to sit down, and have a few more heartfelt conversations,
But instead we've preferred to thrust ourselves over headlong, 
Back into the bloodbath of our barbaric beginning birth-song. 

And no matter what ideals we envision a world's human dominance, 
The politicians will still steal our words for war fodder's innocence,
For swaying small-minded voters, and wining over converts' fences,
So soul-sucking campaigns are fixed before people ever take notice.

And well-placed words, will act to ratify laws of draconian curfews, 
Calculating criminal incarcerations, for the dissenters in their pews,
While keeping closer thumbs, on us simpler numbers in obedience,
Only letting handfuls of managers escape such cumbersome rules. 



IV. Midnight Epiphanies

i. These Three Fates

So you dare to dream, wishing you were above, 
The supernatural laws of the multi-verse's sums,
And you care to argue with gods over better ones, 
And the coldest clauses of cosmic constitutions,

But you'll see what all of the fuss is about, 
When they choose to cut you down and out,
For I've never seen another human immune,
To the probable odds of termination tunes. 

But of course, no one sees the immaterial, 
Yet we know intuitively it exists for real,
And we don't need to ever feel the ethereal, 
Just to understand other planes are parallel,

But to go against the grain of fate is futile, 
In the most elementary of ways to live at all,
As we clamber toward immortality's falls, 
Eternally disillusioned by chases unfulfilled.

Oh, I recall, mocking the sky, and it never replied, nor even needed try at all,



And I cast back, scoffing at the gall gods had in punishing me for their faults,
And I recollect, casting curses on my self and mind, just to cut out the spite, 
Humming and hanging bad ends out to dry, standing up for my human rights.

For when you numb yourself to the knockdowns, and cut-throat rebounds, 
You can brush off many mountains high, simply by being resigned now,
And when you're determined against being burdened by the burns again, 
You can laugh at the painful times, passing off new tribulations arisen.

So, resist your slippery-sloped futures, and no longer remain unknown,
But don't be held responsible, for whatever happens not to be foretold,
For we don't deserve any authorship, over our very own thought-control,
Or ever being in any way credited with such randomly patterned polls,

Because such calamitous comet-tails, and long monstrous collisions, 
Cannot become our mottos' mavens, or our identities shall be shaven,
And self-sabotage engaged in, to the glee of the idolaters of criticism,
Vividly crippling our drunken dreamer selves' internal shimmerings.

ii. Dawn Don't Do It

Some sordid mornings, you wish you wouldn't have woken up, 
But have a little more patience love, it'll be alright, soon enough,
And sometimes doors unexpectedly open without warning drums, 
But after the shock wears off, in time, you'll be just fine by dusk,

So be brave for the soon-to-be sunny moments, Sophie, 
And let the sun shine in, through the curtains so slowly,
And gradually try to recall, your spark of hope for rain,
Against every heartache gained, or wistful woeful pain.

And I know this life doesn't seem precisely what you were expecting to see,
But no one ever gets exactly what is aforementioned to them, baby bee, 
And I know you're only getting lonely, with the old winter rolling in, lady, 
But bad weather brings more meaning than it could ever take away, lately, 



And no, you cannot wish someone else fell in love with you again, 
For you know that would only renew your sorrowful self instead, 
But you must live and learn, that these walls have wings of wind,
And your room is anywhere in the world you can care to imagine.

So one lingering question remains then, when it all comes down in the end:
Even if the dawn brings the placating rays for which you've been praying,
Will you still walk with me down the beach and stone, to the farthest pier, 
And dive into the oceans' shores pure, plunging ahead, unarrested by fear?

Or will you glide alongside me, our fingers touching at their very tips,
As we spiral down the giant canyon, to where the twisted river turns?
Or will you roll with me, on this speed-gaining globe over everything, 
To where the end lies in tangled dreams, its ultimate unraveling toward?

For there's really no good reason, for why we're all here, 
And no season so sure of itself, as the one moving forward,
But we must not let ourselves, become too overwhelmed, 
By the disorder's intensity, or we'll fall prey to its calamity.

And by the tears of those, who took less and lost far more, 
And by the years behind us, left so torn by war and torture,
The loose truths of our ancestors' tales are spinning us over, 
Into unending disarray, unable to catch their splintered blurs.

iii. Sphinx

Past the river, I came across a sublime stone cat of prey, 
With eyes so deeply penetrating, that I grew greatly afraid,
And then my mind went blank, and I forgot my own name,
Let alone the point in being, doing—or staying the same,

And I began to tremble, shedding the skin of my former mad identities, 
To see newness in nothing at all, except the newer ones' older endings,
And I realized we've been enslaved, by a twisted motive's evil tendrils,
Stupidly duped into these cosmic coups, by our maker's flogging flails.



So I stumbled about the desert, deaf and dumb, in time's song, 
Sent on a high arc, toward spiritual and physical annihilation, 
And I was blinded down to darkness by a noon sun's swords,
Feeling around for a foot-hold in life's pyramid to climb over,

And when I reached the peak, my vision returned to me, 
And I could see eternity, in every direction of the dream, 
And I wondered, 'However had I come to be here even,
And what day was it--and of what century or dimension?' 

And then I walked across the dunes, with a dark heart on my shoulder, 
And my heavy head lost in my hands, and my story lost in its overture,
And I was alone and in trouble, returning to my vulnerable underworld, 
Shakily making last stands between younger walls more wondrous born.

And reaching out for hope anywhere, trying to remember who I was, 
Before the world went down, and the universe lost its central importance,
My better days only began to grow more distantly difficult to resolve,
Until untying knots often proved more tenuous than just cutting them out,

And then the world went black, and I woke up in a hospital bed, 
With a quiet young nurse tending to deeds, keeping sheets fresh,
And I tried to move my hands, but my young body was paralyzed,
Except for my eyes, to better witness the life I'd taken for granted,

And soon it dawned on me, and began sinking in deeply, 
That while my mind had finally been freed from me, 
I'd wiped the slate clean at cost too expensive to keep,
Or that the coldest conscience could ever sensibly decree.

iv. Wars And Applecores

When it's just us to decide, what's plainly right or wrong, 
How can justice stay just, when we are all so very flawed?
For modern concepts of fairness, go beyond our feral laws,



Into the higher courtrooms of universally mystical clauses,

And none dare suggest, that humanity be cast in their own image, 
Except the leaders of our messages, with us puppets in their cages,
For sounding conformity's gong, and callously casual callusions,
Our governments order who follows, by calling all of the illusions,

So stop a nonce, by a quiet life's deep pond of perpetual possibilities, 
To ponder on the willingnesses, with which we all wander on so freely,
Through the maddening mazes made, by our brethren in the backrooms, 
Drawing up the plans to feed propaganda's sad drivel in the classrooms. 

So crusader, please consider clawing back your creators' own heavy curtains,
And doing audits on them first for once, just to be more assured and certain,
For all of their glittering song and dance numbers aside, they surely serve in,
Ulterior motives lining a crown's rights to hide behind their words unworthy,

And orchard's core-rotten, shouldn't spoil the farms overly often, 
But society's fruits have been falling, from every crooked branch,
As our babes are being left with little to barter on, or bribe against,
And often much less to exchange, for a little more common sense,

For in a world ever-verging, on the criminally chronic, 
With psychopaths ostracizing every innocent dissenter,
The whip seldom cracks, on law-men's affairs so sordid, 
Or leaves them re-inspired for life's next-term betterment.

Furthermore, the media's rapidly risen to new plateaus, 
From its former abilities, to keep us all so ill-informed,
And we've been feeding on the tit of propaganda's show,
Since the dawn of the first amoeba so long ago formed.

And we've been gullible to the bone, backing fearless war-mongers, 
Wronging the real reformers, and the ones who won't harm as much,
While us ugily gluttonous ones, on the hook of pop culture and creed, 
Let terrible truths go on ignored, alone in the dark corners to bleed.



v. My Purple Thursday

So after all that's fallen behind, what's going to happen next, 
With this insane set of circumstances, so soundly self-imposed?
For, reborn from the karmic ashes, of a meltdown cataclysmic, 
We're rising up numb again, as if nothing had even happened,

And just when we're satisfied with such slim chances, 
That we've finally witnessed strife's tragic last ends,
The merciless needle of fate's seamstress does bend, 
And the ladies of ill liberties once again come calling.

So I'm almost completely spent, and yet I'm still unraveling the ball,
And I'm ten times the man yesterday, and yet I'm still baffled by it all,
For I know not how I ever deserved, this onerous onslaught of trials,
Or perpetually mind-numbing rejections of arbitrary character flaws,

So, I cast the hurdles away, and press on, forever forward, 
Looking for that fabled spawn, of satined streams of silver,
And when I am at last satisfied, with every existential fibre, 
I will not blink again before being washed from this world,

And then, just when I'd almost slipped up, and given in entirely, 
A hand stretched out from the ether reaches, and I was reinspired,
However, everytime I'm returned, to the tombs of higher learning, 
Traces of my former helplessness limberly linger on in swirling,

And whenever candles burn, at a thousand points of light, 
They inevitably result in, fountains of hapless hurtful heights,
Reminding me everyday, when I'm finally full of it tonight, 
I will be the least satisfied baby since last I yearned for life,

And sometimes I wager, every week ends the same, 
And that it's just the day's stressors that change,
And sometimes I swear, history repeats hourly, 



And I can hardly imagine anything is newsworthy.

But still some will claim, our bio-rhythms obey twenty-five hour days, 
And true time is the real slave, to the micro or macro-minded brains,
Giving me a more certain clarity, that there may be more temerity in, 
The inspired spirits of boundless bodies, against their fractured states.

vi. Mindfield

It's tricky footing, in the wild old woods of the unconsciousness, 
Cutting through the vexing veins, of tangentially wanton wishes,
For you get so far along, only to find you've hit your circle's crest, 
Losing all perspective relative, compass cursed--and by bias beset.

And then a clearing dawns, and you do deliver a total self-address, 
Systematically repenting every single pathetic little pointlessness,
And then you strike out, embarking on a quest into regions darkest, 
Through the cruel jungle of last chance saves, and first-run seasons.

One hope, one star, one guiding universe propels your fate forward, 
Toward your decisive turn, to rout and burn calamity's arduous gates,
Strutting in your egg-head suits, with your swollen ego's lanky gaits, 
Peddling your wares you happened to inherit from us just yesterday,

And soon you take aim to secure, more land for your proud posterity, 
And your grubby green-backs pile high, in bloody old money dreams,
For you've misread the tarot cards, of what so-called success can mean, 
And predicted dollars dealt in destinies, instead of their deadlier deeds,

But even though we listen so closely, to the ultra-soothing daily news, 
Keeping up on the hot politics, at six and ten, and eleven-thirty, too,
We're being fed the pacifying pablum of ignorance for our idiocies, 
As security's servant serpents serve up on us their serum mixes heavy,

And we are given everything, and anything we want to hear, 
So long as its not about the rampant poverty, or the oil wars,



For we're so stupid, we choose to stoop down, and step aside, 
For wickedly sickening little lines, spouted by gutless liars,

For in the scape of the day, the mad mantra is to escape the pain, 
Instead of fully embracing it, to make it more easily fade away,
And we are all running now, from the traps of reality's showers, 
Hoping one year we'll disarm them again, somehow or another,

And we secretly dread being blown open, tender flesh from bone,
Over history's burned pages, never again to be so mentioned on,
Because our courage is slackening, shackling our investigations, 
So saddening in evidences, censoring slavery's slickest stranglings.

vii. Dark Cloud Nine

Oh, Good Great One, go on and redeem me if it's your wishing, 
But do spare me the condemnation, for I'm happily who I am,
Kicking back with two dirty feet upon this spotless sill of sin, 
Singing songs of innocence, despite the spoils I'm calling in,

For should we ever shudder to shake mortality's coiled sleeves soon, 
The closer we'll be at last making it to see, just who really equals who,
For constant mantras meant to con and marginalize my soft conscience,
Cause me to want to mentor my young folly's darker fawned dramas.

So you tower over your soap-box, preaching the ways we've gone wrong, 
And how earth's narrow end has neared again, almost all but come along,
And you tell us how a million unrepentant sinner's songs sound unsung,
And how we'll soon be brightly burning on, into eternity's dark oblivion,

And you teach us of temptation, and treading edgier redemptions,
And of the myriad martyrdoms, and your masters' dimmer minions,
And you suggest to passerby, that they'll die before nightfall comes, 
As springs of arms and fire draw nigh, and the rains of ruin run in.

But failed redeemer, we are all here willing to wait and see for sure,



Yet we know this kind of courage only serves to anger you more,
For you cannot stand to be wrong, or to watch us fall from grace, 
When you think we could've all been more full of strength of faith, 

And you fear you could have called out, and scurried those of violence,  
If only you were more vocal about defending your religion's bloodshed,
And rather than watch a stubborn world wobble over its cracked knees, 
You could have opened our eyes to the grave-beds of wickeder deeds.

So stick to your rules, and I'll reconsider mine, if it makes you happy, 
But don't get too excited too soon, please, or let your hopes get too crafty,
Because I'm biased against your god, and side with what it condemns,
So I can't care about what you think he wants of me or my common man.

For he's a shattered figment, of your imagination's weakest machinations, 
And I've got bigger lies to expose in time, before we're thrown free friends,
So I can no longer be bothered, by the clever clergy of mad-mens' fantasies, 
When I'm surely more spiritual than their circular wording ever inferred me.

viii. Kiss Me Karma

The universe is no simple fool, and when we throw stardust in its eyes, 
We sabotage our lives and loves, and all of our triumphant tides,
For despite cosmic sites unseen, and certain situations unknown, 
Times for balancing always reveal themselves, long before we're gone,

And you'll see we're not the only ones, with such short memories, 
For even the redwood trees fail, to recollect time's deepest seedlings,
And space itself, is a divine dynamo, at detaining the past in dreams, 
Yet even such wide cast nets can't encapsulate all of kinds it seems.

So this is where trust functions fully in fickle fact past faithful fiction, 
For it does dwell in a swirling well of feedback, that goes on and on,
And when you cast coins over the edges, into the water-orbs of old, 
Ringed ripples erase regret's riddles, and wide-eyed gladnesses unroll,



And you witness the calculated consequences, of psychopathic actions, 
Cloaked under goodly wills, in passionate sins' serenades so innocent,
And you observe before your eyes, broken branches of rash reactions,
Crackling backward from immoral wars and conquests of religion,

But moreover, your new-found favour for more righteous rewards,
Will dispell the mean meddling so many meager mice can afford,
And allow you to walk amongst others more calmly self-assured, 
Bordering on a body barely breathing, and a nihilism unreserved,

And yet, tempted to tamper with newer lessons always lingering,
From those in your estimation that you deem seem determined,
You let the lights flicker on, with well-placed words whirling in, 
And well-earned warning signs, about the tenuous state of things,

But then you kindly ask for nothing any more material in return, 
And you innocently wish, you were never so very well informed,
So thereby, in ignorance, you could have preserved altruism first,
And therein at least, so too, your power to perform small works,

Then an all-encompassing energy finally turns, surging back into you, 
And you flow forward, repenting fences formerly fooled into using,
But you scatter backward, distracted by your primeval box's rulings, 
From where you had once long drawn your emotion's rawest musings.

ix. Dead End Of The Rainbow

We are once more sailing over the falls of karmic fiction, 
Shot in the collective foot, by our spirits' failing missions,
For slipping on the logical, to miscalculate the dividends, 
We've been mentioning less, while reaping from friends,

For we've been flipping reality over, to expose its seething underbelly, 
Censuring the best of us firstly, to feed us more gluttonous monkeys,
For meek and merry be wary, the mad tyrants are hungry on our heels,
Commanding us to kneel to see if we're dumb enough to do it for real,



Yes, they are telling us we want, telling us we need--
And they are telling us there isn't enough to share,
To sooner sell us their precious wigs and wares,
Which they don't even wear themselves it seems. 

And in the sweatshops of the stars, everybody one day finds themselves,
Humming their songs of survival, while also sewing their shrouds of hell,
And they close in on epiphanies about the chains they wove themselves, 
Yet none of them is allowed to hear how enslavement itself will sound.

Yeah, they are showing us, we are less than perfect specimens, 
So we end up spending our lives always striving for rejection,
And we eventually become, so torn down, and out from within, 
That we can hardly be expected, to find ourselves independence,

And under the skeptical scrutiny, of intelligence's darlings, 
Who belong here as much as any simple idiot unworthy,
Machines are crippling us by controlling systems unseen,
Making paradigms shift between our clairvoyant dreams.

So chase on, noble rabbit, lord of the interstellar backwoods,
And find that stick, in your galactic hay-pile before dusk falls, 
Or simply die trying if you must, if you cannot make the cut,
But don't just hide in your hole, wishing the day was dusted,

And never dare question, why you've been so enthralled, 
By so many dilemmas dancing on life's dizzying walls,
While your quests from within were unravelling balls, 
And successes leave you feeling so hauntingly hollow.

x. Another Drink

There's a pub underground, around where the rub of the crowd, 
Would do you some real good, in the bloody mood you're in now,
And there's a public announcement, going out to the fallen down:



There's callings for them, in the arms of all hopefulness allowed,

For most of us have witnessed enough widespread suffering and death, 
To fully justify setting aside assistance, for those who have bled on spec,
And some have sooner hurt themselves first, before courting the catch, 
Over taking bread from the mouths of those circumstantially weakest,

But then again, pardon no elbows, and peel back no thick skins, 
When you harbour the hardened company, of such shifty denizens,
For the heart's cooler parties, to which you have never been invited,
Were in your own head, where the enemies were less intelligent,

Yet always remember, these patrons have vital information, 
And if you give them their space, keeping both eyes open,
In their mad mix, you may enlist enlightenment's station,
On the strands of another's appreciation for your attention,

And when that happens, and you find that you've struck upon, 
The core to your more ironed out idioms, deeply interwoven,
Spit them out, and start again, for the center's just beginning,
After precious preconceptions have crested internal ceilings,

And from there on in, you will be constantly reacquainted, 
With the ideas a younger you, once calmly dared harbouring,
About why we're all here, and how to forgive harder even, 
And how to move on more, or carve up artful amends again,

Then finally, return to the light of day, and site a simple fable, 
And right a wrong way home, where fit of purposeful failure,
And when another one bites, beg them back to that bar awhile,
Where alter-ego's demons and vixens leer behind glass idols.

For the silent ones arise wise, having been hit with the hardest costs, 
And the guns that have blazed, against every world of wicked loss,
Are held by the tainted sinners, and pristine saints, all alike so lost, 
And with whom you'll be learning to be thankful by first light at last.



xi. After All

Don't train your eye on me, I wasn't saying anything of importance, 
I wasn't doing a single jig, or joke, or gig--or goal for attention's fences,
And you can take your gazes away from my mind, any minute now,
For I'm trying to be more of myself lately, than I've been in millenia,

And the infinite eyes on my every move, are dragging down my moods,
From where they should be for someone digging in for holdout's goods,
Uncovering a boulder's former flavours, being bolder than ever before,
Even when beginnings are already brimming in unfathomable reports.

So, in secret, still struggling with the concrete obstacles of creation, 
You'll be ever-swerving toward erasing the constant chain-train first,
While I'll be slipping out of the shackles, of circular facts of fiction,
As we go arching loose of lazy lassos, from bad latitude suns turned,

And stabbing back at the tattered tutelages, of too much happiness met, 
Yet too few true tribulation to be able to generally appreciate anything, 
The truer nature of genius finds its chorus in those who sooner scorn it,
And not in the popular purple pools of frequent applause from friends. 

So don't mourn me, but watch where your heels fall, 
Or the mines of mayhem, may hem you in, after all,
As oppression's bombs riddle society's fields, echoing,
Scampering swollen feet beneath canopies of entropy,

For making braver steps, toward greater emancipations, 
You're growing closer to a mad-man's malicious mazes,
Formulating faiths at hand, never planning way-stations,
Risking your private paradises, for perpetual damnations,

For kicking the dog electric, ironically requires us all, 
Recanting our commitments, to closer friends original,
For beginning bonds are always full of failure's walls,



Braving heights once held instinctually indispensible,

Yet, no two souls ever float parallel unto eternity's shores, 
And as our lives diverge, others require re-visitation more,
For as transcendence demands us worlds to be grateful for,
We rend free deeper genes embedded in sub instincts to war,

V. Kill The Lights

i. She Ate Creation

Every really honest person present here, has been torn open time and again,
By cold feet over petty lines drawn deep in the heart's hot and heady sands,
And everyone here's also broken down someone's thin skin sometime when,
They themselves have been hurt in turn by the let-downs of fickle old friends.

And yes, everyone here has also scorned some poor souls before, 
Turning spin's burn outwardly onto this mercilessly cruel world,
For everybody's been humbled, by the lies of clowns' little words,
Caught between the fallouts of love's randomly flashing mirrors,

For the godless odds we're staggering our hearts last wagers against,



And lotteries on which we're favouring our paycheques to hit it big,
Are not the gripping games we once marveled at for being so engaging,
In the days of storming lust's lost plays, so relentless with impatience.

So we've been boldy betting, on entropy bitterly born, 
No longer romancing afar for more unreachable shores,
Losing our senses of amour outlasting its mortal locus, 
In the wake of commitment's expanding consequences.

So soon then, the soured soul-mates' demons will deign to take hold, 
Transforming host bodies into beasts of burden so formerly abhorred,
As enemies turn normal, and lovers are scorned for being too useful,
Unsound morals waxing inhuman, over the furthest of fields borne.

And of loyalty's tradition, desire's crushed children,
Will go scampering to the four corners conquered,
As the numb villains of insensitivity, walk on tall--
Without honour, more empowered by their own gall,

Yet yielding to fate's final balance, all tallied and told,
Anybody betting on total war will finally falter and fold,
And anybody opening better doors will fall to the role of,
Unlocking wider windows, in order to rise above it all,

And we will begin again to breathe in trust, 
The forgotten folklore of what peace wins us,
When we choose for once to cherish the sun,
And the real people, instead of just the love.

ii. Social Butterfly Effect

He said that whenever he kissed a girl, 
Whole worlds would unfurl for him,
And he found himself, two years later, 
Learning how to be her friend again,



And she never meant to let it last that long,
But then she went and left him haunted,
And only afterward did she ever wonder,
What had ever happened to her devoted lover?

For we get into these little lovers' jungles, 
Juggling life and family--and honour's call,
Yet we only ever wanted another handful, 
Of something more solid to hold onto,

So we go back to our humbler old chores, 
Of living and dying alone, for dark fables, 
All the while scrambling fast to hug those,
Ones that are warmest and close and able,

But then in hindsight, we set out to focus, 
On what forethought we often thought lost,
Wondering how we got sucked so low on, 
Forces run afoul of all mortal fear and lust.

And we let ourselves get tossed far adrift, 
Just to watch our worlds, from loss shift,
For a year, a day—or an hour of any bliss,
Just to wash the frost from the fists of living.

See creatures are by nature pleasure-seekers, 
Yet life's greatest thrills, are of lesser meaning,
For when tall tales turn into measured meters,
Worthless become all habits paraphernalian, 

And free wills instill in us desires, testing ourselves against, 
The parts that we know are fake, or fake to know from gains,
Turning inward in an effort, to search for our farer flung fates,
That hungry hands had long abandoned so unsewn of change.



iii. Minds Connected

Love at first sight sometimes happens somehow,
But a love that grows, is often harder to show,
For over a lifetime, or on a rocky night's roll, 
Marriage miscarriages on fanciful flight's flown,

And we swear it was never even meant to be, 
When then again, neither was anything really,
For eventuality's evidences are always fleeting,
So deft are they in their conclusion-jumping.

But see, some eyes never seem to waver, 
And they wonder, who is this stranger here?
Yet stranger is too strong of a wager even, 
For someone so see-through in the similar, 

For when every second the other person is coerced, 
Into donning love's comfitures, for fitter future firsts,
And every second second substitutes for thirsty thirds-- 
Then there lurks mutually complementary courses.

And these minds swirl as one, at first from far below, in floral garden gowns, 
But then soon so scorchingly above a mad world's cruel carnal backgrounds,
That they pledge to nurse each other's interests, being so inexorably bound,
Bolstered by big old gutsy hearts mad in love sans regret's meddling hounds,

For despite having never met before, or even having formed an opinion of the 
thought, of course,
And despite having never even learned of each other before meeting for the 
time and the first,
And having every good reason to be more cautious more often in such sun-
spotted scenarios, 
We then choose instead to talk on longer, as opposed to less common, or with 
lens less faithful.



For many lovers fake the fawning, going through the motions, 
And many others take what's owing, just to get a kiss in,
But some stumble on their doppleganger's countenance, 
And gasp at the closeness met, deep down to neurotic notions,

For seeing yourself with one another's set of eyes on, 
Stirs up the higher mind's longest running devotions,
Causing us to long more honestly, and yet less often,
Praying years ahead repent our coldest comfort coffins.

iv.  The Bones Of Estrangement

The problem with this new-day fast modern love is, 
It lasts one single simple little lightning-fast season,
For whereas in the past, we've pitied the single people,
Now we pray for fools still pretending to be couples.

For we're all misaligning our most fundamental homes, 
With myriad ties to misanthropic old maid syndromes,
Trying to convince ourselves true love is non-existent, 
Merely because everybody feels much better off alone.

But what often does happen, fearing life's little risks is, 
The best bottoms out, buckling under--going with it,
And we're left with reckless hearts, and hands restless, 
Without reward of purpose, or purses for the missions,

And so, giving nothing back, getting nothing for it--
And going nowhere but inward--
You may die without admitting it—
But lonely coward, you're attention-starved.

So the next time you get too scared to commit, and turn to tears of regret,
Over-analyzing love's uncertain continuance for romance's unsure bets,
And you decide to take the dare and diss whoever seems the most sincere,
Despite being the best thing to happen to you in so many suffering years,



When you deny the bitterly born lesson,
In letting good times lessen, just to prevent loss, 
You better be with your every friend soon, 
On whom you'll be unburdening what regrets cost,

For real life rewards good gamblers in love's karmic system, 
Leaving the meek to bear witness to their glorified messes,
And while the enraptured calmly channel their wildest crushes,
The passionless lean on their crutches' childish confessions,

For romance can rock a man, and can come to consume anyone, 
But the chances of dancing always dim and diminish while alone,
And yet as the species of the heart are growing more endangered, 
We apes of solitude still hide sewing the bones of estrangement.

v. This Bottomless Heart

There was a time when I knew you better, 
But you weren't the person I knew,
And there was a day I swore you were her, 
But then you became a stranger you,

What is it exactly then that so washes over us,
Every time we're tossed adrift by passion's buzz?
What is it then that so storms our brains with lust,
Every time that our lips get dusted by the other's?

There was a year when I saw you clear in turn, 
But then I rubbed the answers from my eyes,
And there was a place, where I hurt you first, 
But then you finished smashing our fragile ties,

What is it that dashes our senses every time and place, 
We think we can handle eternity with each other?
What is that clashes between our minds' eyes any day,



We dare to race toward the finish line together?

Well, I remember how our sorrow struck so hard and low, 
Drowning out every heart of our hopes finally coming home,
And I will never forget the recourse our mourning followed, 
When we severed our vows formerly so solemnly swallowed,

For it was a bittersweet turnabout, being turned loose to count, 
Another fickle foreign flame, burning down the forest again,
For betting on romances rebounding is always risky gambling, 
Since puppy love runs rampant in a heartbreak's mishandling 

So we deny love's abysses, and begin to better challenge, 
All of the subtle utterances of future wedded prospects,
Swearing off slavery to the trappings of the relationship, 
By vowing never to surrender another tender turn to it,

But inevitably and soon we will begin to remember it:
What it's like to be all lovely, yet still so lonely and unlit,
And out of the fog rolls the soul's ship of sweeter lips, 
Full with billowing sails--and in good season for a trip.

vi. Such A Flower

With two soft doves perched upon your palms, 
You raise them up, to set them free from harm,
But they do not fly, for they feel safe and warm, 
Knowing that you won't hold them too close in,

Yet, if you were to touch one, it would ruffle feather and run, 
Unfamiliar with your clumsy human suddenness,
And such is this mixed up love called chess, so shy of risk yet, 
So full of fluffed up fleeces, and puffed out chests.

So the ones who kind of care are most commonly preferred, 
And those who ever dare to adore, are always rarely considered,



For whenever your caress is kinetic, you can rest well assured, 
It is usually unearned overkill, before tender innocence first,

And unless it's out of good form, it's going overboard,
But if it's something more special, to be separately worn, 
Then your crush-kilned touches, can rest well certain,
To be more commonly accepted as the perfectible norm.

But before you can be trusted by another soul that yearns, 
You must learn to be open to love under entirely other terms,
For giving it is one effective trade in turn of which to learn,
But receiving it's more often the better payback to be earned,

For sorries and good-bye's fill every love's urn, 
But hello's and new highs must always fall soon,
Or else all of your stories, will end up torn from, 
Good strong bonds, and times formerly valued.

So if you ever wanted someone trustworthy to be available,
Whenever you needed somewhere to land, in a hurry quick,
Or if you ever longed to be a good partner, loyally lovable, 
Toughing out the tumbles, through the thin and the thick,

And if you ever wronged yourself, by moving on too soon, 
Rejecting someone for being too honest with their emotions,
Then it's finally time to face yourself, and who you are today, 
And who you were before--or who you so hope to be again.

vii. Halo Keepsakes

In every dark direction, talent cowers in the corners, 
Courting anonymity, and persuasion's humbler powers,
And all of those beautiful people are pulsing in panic, 
Before fame's infamy, and attention's undue showers,

And they say spare us the bloody limelight, 



For we don't want to take the credit tonight,
And then someone less deserving steps up, 
And coolly cops all of the costly viewing time.

See we the listeners want to see the real people first for once,
Instead of these corporate clones,
Whose agents are paying the stations to play the latest sensations, 
Off of our card-sized cell-phones,

For while fleecing the gullible of their woolen free wills, 
Like so many sheep herded to the foothills of stars' temples,
Leaders are stealing our ideas from us for feigning original,
Before we can know how they've been slowly taking hold.

So save us from our dreary days of unauthorized slavery, 
And use that stage as a new platform for your personal plays,
And give us guidance in every humbly inspirational way, 
Through life's trials plethora, hilly of staggering tribulations,

And then may we live as lions and divas vicariously, 
Variously through your eternal voice and sage advice,
While trying to understand ourselves better by verily,
Witnessing a smile so ageless we blush for our lives,

But, be sure to shed inner shutters soon, 
Or you'll run out of opportunity to bloom,
And one day you will look back in ruin,
Bitter that the best was missed or blown,

For you never took the clear risk to enrich yourself, 
Of the culture of your cherished chosen crowd,
By believing your feelings deserved sharing aloud, 
And what you sang should even be sung at all.

viii. Cowardice's Surefire Carousel



I've met your kind before, at a bus stop, on a train—
Across a distant memory's shores,
And the voice has changed, and the hair has turned, 
But her eyes were the same as yours,

And you can call me crazy, call me clueless--
Or you can call me calculating, of course,
But what you'll never know is, what I've seen, 
Past doors in behind years in this world.

And every few lives, a new leaf turns, a new love burns, 
And a new world's in rebirth,
And every few dreams, a new dawn cracks, a new heart breaks, 
And an older flame returns,

And every few signs, a new way splits, a new day rips open, 
And a new longing lifts you aboard,
And every few lies, a new feeling wishes, a new hope springs, 
And old wrongs get re-written forward,

But then you entered, and I remembered the one from before, 
The one I loved once, but then went and lost so much more,
When impatience, and up-to-the-minute updates eroded over, 
Our beginning stages, undermining our foundation's cores,

And when resentment and entitlement's trip, 
Finally fell our freshly flourishing flower,
We retreated to the shorter-term courtships 
Of cowardice's surefire carousels of desire.

So, the next time we meet, we will have a short seat for two, 
And you will order a menu, and I will get to remember you,
And how sometimes the world works so unnaturally neat,
Yet then for such long stretches under disarray's tragic heat,

And remarking it's amazing we make any sense of it, really, 



Let alone the terribly transient state of this, or you--or me,
Or anyone we've taken too much for granted in between-- 
We cast back to those left behind in our dwindling dreams.

ix. Binary Star

Here on earth, two stars too close together to mark,
Seem as one heavenly body, eternally bound by light,
But up close and personal, they are savagely united, 
Bound by mass and gravity, yet still light-years apart,

And hearts can hurriedly learn, by hard hand or journey terran, 
That there is no guarantee for love in life, of any early assurance,
But nevertheless, we surely live, for every curtain-call we can, 
Pressing on if only for the simpler sake of calling our last stands.

See its enjoined in our genes to germinate the species' grandest designs, 
But all of our psychological absurdities, are purely man-made in kind,
And we've been growing so familiar with our own idiosyncratic minds,
We've become bored with our lives, so desensitized to the deeper sides.

And then we rebel against our brethren and our loved ones' favours, 
To learn new intelligences about older strangers' more unknown cares,
Eventually becoming super-entangled in the many amazing characters, 
Of this social butterfly effect's ever changing cast of familiar players,

For the longer you learn to live here, 
The less you are divided from the whole,
And the less lonely and alone differ, 
And mean the same on inspection close,

And then gradually our inner selves more loving grow,
Beyond the bottom line of just knowing to be known,
Or trying to become someone new for every other soul,
Or person you befriend down any old rambling road.



Still, the stakes are torturously tall, and the consequences are criminal,
As we stalk toward walls of brimestone, hand-in-hand held high aloft,
All the while tugging and pulling at each other, frantically crying out,  
In twisted torment and pale-faced panic, before earth's final curtain call,

Yes, our hearts are torn between liking each other equally, 
Or mercilessly leaving everyone without traces of regret,
And it's amazing how we sew our lovers so voluminously, 
Before repelling them unto their breathlessly ragged ends.

x. Leagues Deep

I never knew that love was war, 
Until you used me for a fool;
I never knew what hate was for, 
Until you told me it felt good,

See, since your wake fell, so far behind me, 
Splitting off to the high seas, 
I've only looked back in pity for the people, 
That you've turned to chastize,

Then adventure struck, and life's ship went amok, 
Crashing onto a dark and rocky shoal,
Where I found a stranded lark lapping at an inlet, 
Which ran into a grim and gnarled forest,

And I foraged for a fort to fashion, 
And I hunted for a fruit to smash in,
As my mind detached all revisitation, 
To the mad legacies of shallow loving.

So I burned a signal fire higher, and set my raft far adrift,  
And I rode a giant sea turtle, down through the maelstrom, 
Where your central child churned, at the center of the earth, 
And you wore your most naked robes of soulful self-worth,



And then our boats of destiny collided,
Breaching each other's treasured holds,
Where we kept our secret living choirs,
And lessons of regret longing to be told.

Oh, what a difference a little world makes one,
And what a lifetime one look can break so brazenly,
For tripping in the gaze of a breath-taking radiance, 
Inevitably everybody bows to their hesitations,

And in this way, even the cynical get seduced, 
By a harping hopefulness, on love's innocent lips,
Praying next time it would be infinitely genuine--
And integrally mutual from first line and kiss.

xi. Girl Of Weathered Maps

Behind the history of my ex-girlfriends, 
There lies a trail of stupid selfish jerks,
And we've all been insensitively burned,  
But I was attracted to a world of hurt,

And in me you will find no mystery-solving conversation,
About who deserves to love, and who's been cursed to run,
But after awhile, all will reconcile our hurting parts under, 
The hounds' harrowing howls of a yearning heart's wonders.

So, I've collected my share of broken bones, 
And yet felt no better for it,
And I've reassembled whole entire people, 
And yet felt no nobler to do it.

And I've held the moribund hand of hundred-day romances, 
That were doomed to be snuffed from their kindling beginnings,
And I've taken too many chances on abusive allures enduring,



Only ensuring ill-fated flings ran more smoothly down to ends. 

But then I paused and I thought of your ever unfailing spirituality, 
For throughout all of your truths and falsehoods fueled so fully,
Times you stumbled or faltered were relatively few at all indeed,
And despite traumas you wore, you traveled so lightly on your feet.

You were always laughing, at peace with the breeze, 
Always knowing, just living itself was newsworthy,
Always praying, for friends' favourable prosperities, 
And never betraying, your family tree's feebler seeds.

Oh, how could we have stopped loving you, 
Even long after you were dead?
Or forgotten the gentle proddings, 
You gave friends taking love for granted?

For you were being stronger in life than we ever could,
When we were all fumbling just to get a handle on it,
And you made far more of less, than we ever would--
Or you would ever dare deign to let us handily admit.

VI. The Sunspots Of Serendipity

i. New Empires 

Where once rolled lush, verdant, pastoral meadows, 
The mad modern mega-cities now stand jagged, dead and hollow, 
For the endangered forest floor, not long ago leafy and log-locked, 
Now lays entombed under endless concrete and metal. 



For where once rose great red wood, and real wild dinosaurs,
Insane city subways now steam and scream across this world,
For what's left of Mother Nature once so wonderfully plentiful,
Can conveniently be counted on one guilty human hand alone.

Yes, solely in the mind's eye remains the only authentic oasis, 
Still left for those who are fleeing these industrialized hell holes, 
For if one only dares drive deep enough, under heavy iron hides, 
One will always find inside long-sought golden garden shells,  

For only in optimism are we capable of highly uncommon human feats,
And only in imagination can we emancipate such heavily chained feet,
For if one just braves creativity, trading it in for the failures they meet,
One will always be prepared for the best of things capably conceived,

Yet, when fleet street feet break away, escaping to big sky country sides, 
They usually can't keep still long enough to cherish their own lives, 
Expecting long red lights, and beggar lines at every corner, 
Along with all of the chilling ill urban lifestyles. 

And when country bumpkins pile into their dirty station wagons,
To spend their days gawking at the big city centers' attractions,
They gravitate toward the rustic old haunts of familiar fashions, 
Likened to hardwood taverns, and abandoned railway stations.

So its not the person's place, but his or her proud purpose, 
That persuades a hollow house, like a hopping home to feel, 
And with likewise stubborn wills, tombs will turn into towns, 
And red beating fists will become our heart songs fulfilled,

And life's secondary circumstances shall never all assemble,
How one acts under anxiety, or where one's will will fully fall,
But first principles of causation will almost always resemble,
How everyone's ultimately their own captive captain capable.

ii. Reanimation 



Once upon an impossibly ancient, impenetrably petrified nest, 
Two lovebirds lived as a feather, though always in vain at best, 
So now the current twisted crest, of the oft-fallen human flock,
Has locked onto all of hate's faithless weather-vanes in protest, 

For before the wars warped the world's way, we were blessed,
And we loved equally, but only shared our beds with favourites,
Yet today, love's viciously vain versions are villainously restless,
For fawning over the infamous, we're favouring fickler lips met. 

So our hardened hearts will only fly along, 
For so very long, so solo, under such duress, unfettered before, 
Our chronic independences instill in us all, 
Such loneliness we'll be unable to sustain our isolations anymore, 

And in deliverance, our cynical confidences in solitude will all slide,
And we will diverge from our singular lifestyle mores, to again reunite,
And tour far-off continents of commitment and romance's tidal words,
Where knights once sung for ladies, but for brides, swung their swords. 

So in preparation for the end, in an unprecedented universal love in, 
We will soon begin to pair up as ones and zeros for once and all again, 
And by reuniting then with our core solar binary star force oppositions, 
We will finally be able to discontinue feeling so trapped from within, 

Yes, before too long, in unison, innumerable twosomes will all blossom,
And the fields of empty longing will run barren, as love fairs better on,
For by recollecting the shards of our shattered childhood cadence songs,
We will be extinguishing the fires ashen in karmic catastrophes common.

And by the proud power of our upshot hearts hardened to pick-up artistry,
We will be re-embracing the bold beauty of monogamously loving freely,
Never again to be shackled by the alienating wanderlust of crush's longings, 
Now plaguing every man, woman and animal, addicted to fresher fawnings,



Yes, with our new manuscripts on living, we will be faithful and forgiving,
And we will wish everyone so vividly back into the primal pining's dream;
Thereby banishing the banshees of subterfuge to the ends of human freedom,
Choosing rather to reign in dwindling dreams, to see them lit more readably.

iii. Bonfire 

Ever since Prometheus long ago, when flint and stone sparked, 
And stole our innocent souls from old Mother Nature's cards, 
We've all grown grim and cold, beyond primordial moulds, 
From which we were once struck so wondrously pure of heart,

And never since Atlantis sunk below, when the superhumans went extinct,
And we lost our towering powers to roam through universes' outer regions,
Growing so childishly stupid as stone, ignorant of our own immortal bones, 
Way off course in a world, yet still indifferent toward what it all foreboded.

And now all of us are unravelling fast, spiralling downward, 
Into the long gaping abysses of our avarices' sinful allures, 
Snaking dead last through the lost swamps of reality's insanities, 
Gone blissfully oblivious to all of our original treasures, 

See, sometime between now and infinity, we abandoned all reason,
And we began gnawing on the hands of insanity, reaping demise's needs,
Faking death to get more sympathy, for calamity's messiest seasons,
Incapable of being reasoned with, for good measure--and means even,

For ever since sentience first banged open its big brash entrance, 
That godly ball afire has been rolling over absolutely everything, 
And creatures of far lesser design and much greater humanity,
Have been crushed in the frenzied path, of our ego driven sins, 

And always calling on guts to be greedier, we're doomed in here,
Trapped between a sharp wedge, and a mountain's great despair,
Spurned by our brothers, burned by our mad mothers and fathers,
And all too sure the messengers have buried blades in the letters.



For never stopping to talk about what and who we were doing in, 
We've been using our forces for the purposes of evil intentions, 
Always strumming the violins of violent end-game repercussions, 
Without ever discussing better uses for times spent in judgment. 

Oh, we're forever forcing forward now, for unfathomably fickle future uses,
Unreservedly reclaiming all matter and space, for our own special purposes,
So certain of our own mortality, we're driving stakes deeper into eternity,
Trading endlessness for more ownership, consuming the cosmos fervently.

iv. Pop gossip 

In these sad dismal days, many sick little people love to laugh aloud, 
At bad happenings on fellow human beings, 
Because somehow they're actually happier having friends trip and fall, 
Rather than even their own sworn enemies, 

And in these brittle plastic plays, we keep killing the heroes we ever make,
Smashing them into infinity's dust, and portraits of cracked glass visages,
For wherever greatness once disarmed us, stars now turn us off so much,
We're careening under the cackling spells of more morbid entertainments.

But one universal truth they don't well consider or give credit, 
Is deep within the subconscious karma kicks back again suddenly, 
Calculating cold harsh havoc, into the quick flash lives of enemies, 
And simple selfish chimps, wishing good buddies bad endings,

And one fact to which enough sober attention is never properly paid,
Is that every rash reaction repays its own preexistent patterns' changes,
Devastating evil blueprints sinister actors use to thrive on these days,
So malice for fellow fools falls to their critical consequences made,

So, before you go gossiping about the pop culture of your office peers, 
Pause to ponder purely upon a fearful future fallout, 
For, for sure, your twisted turn, will burn you back as day's end nears, 



And besets you with regret for calling another out,

Yes, just wait while the urge to bad talk behind friends' backs passes first,
Before considering how it hurts to shout out those supercharged words,
For in the sudden urgency of emotions stirred up we blurt out the worst,
Immediately eating regret, copping for corners of the heart to hide the hurt,

And as you crumple in the karmic dust, of your social victim's fast exodus, 
From the cruelly bullish world, of your spiteful words of verses insecure, 
Be sure to pinpoint your meanest moments meant toward innocent persons, 
And realize you cursed the mirror long before you ever really hurt a friend.

For there is never a sadder story, than a man so down on his glory gifts,
That he resorts to tormenting his sidekicks, in order to get his tricks,
So take steps to stop your tongue, the next time it's coming undone,
And remember one person's everyday stranger's, another's unborn son.

v. Unending detour 

Today's pseudo-scientists are suggesting real time cannot exist, 
Yet it does seem to fly by quite quickly passing on, nonetheless,
And up on the high rise, the so-called wise lie down and listen in, 
While we die trying to live like them, now and then, all at once, 

And whenever a quack comes up with a new discovery, without fail,
Some public school kid has already uncovered it, but alas, to no avail,
The wise are never young, and the old don't grasp their answers well,
In endless deliberations over dilemmas sharply cast minds soon shell.

So, torn between past nostalgias, or not-so-gifted present times, 
Sent blindly ahead, defenseless yet stubborn ones, 
We come to the bitter ends, of life's messy lines, 
Much less kindly bent toward other runs down severed lines,

And never having been put back together, since inception's natal drums,
We're sharing our disarray with every splitting cell of the natural kingdom,



And arriving at the penultimate door to an end-world's existences known,
We dread to dream up what we could've done, if we'd been less controlled.

But some of us ascend, and some of us return for repentence, 
And some of us are happily translated into the animal kingdom, 
So fear not for reincarnation, happening all of the same again, 
And steer not for an ending, when beginnings renew every instant,

And everyone has a task, before leaving here, to fulfill their mortal terms,
But the choices are always ours, before we ever embark from the first,
So shrug off your pitiful pitfalls, and panic not at a camp-fire's curses,
Always reclaiming climates once set forth to discover from which to learn.

See the whirlpools of existence spin up and down the strands, 
And you're moving when you're still sitting still upon the fence, 
But just when you thought the rocky obstacles would never end, 
Brace yourself for your at the far edge of another new horizon. 

And as entitlement's tidal waves wash over us in giddy eddies of arrogance,
Try to remember there are deeper motives at hand, with which for us to stand,
For just when you think, you can no longer handle an opening forming again,
Trees bend to reveal the view behind the veil of your mental forest fortress.

vi. Cloud Of Anvil Chorus 

Often when it downpours, it outdoes itself, flash flooding without end, 
Until in life's puddles you are no longer the human you once reflected, 
And looking back longingly, it soon comes undone inside your head, 
How it was that you came now to be so damned depressingly dejected, 

And you wake up one day overlooking damage control for your wreckage,
For conscripted by a chronic reliance on ideals' rawest inner conceptions,
You've let some details fall to the side, deeming them of less importance,
And although you are now rich with words, you are poor of common sense,

For as a little bitty child, you curiously wiled the big time away, 



Always smiling so widely, about the wildest little everything, 
But now you chase down every urgency, right away, doggedly, 
Yet never just one plain dream of youth, as old and right as rain, 

For after so many infinite final facts, and suspect and idle knowledges,
No matter how much our intellects collect, it's almost always lopsided,
Letting pony-show prejudices drive us into thoughtless ditches of bias, 
When we could have done better, by first just cutting the concepts off. 

So stand fast in the raging maelstroms of madness at every corner, 
And follow yourself back to the bare bum beginnings in wary mirth, 
Then allow your mind to begin to wander wherever it feels worth it, 
And go on to finish each sentence with a strong period and a purpose, 

And be intangible in the blasting walls, on fiery wind, an ashen phantom,
Bearing each crack as a hair-line fissure, and weathered spot as a fashion,
Sporting your miracle medals for all to admire, and for which to long on,
Instead of crouching in your crib of fears, over what's left for conquering,

Watch then as your life's colliding twisters dissipate, 
And fissures running ragged between you and peace abate, 
Then seize this sunshine shelter, as long as it will last, 
As for some shadowed seconds, semblances of sanity are cast.

Yes, indeed, with pure patience, hatred cannot come to call,
And the frustrations dogging you, lose all of their control,
So cherish this milestone, of self-made redemptions well,
For peace's perishing pendulum ever repays itself in full.

vii. Guru Under Your Skin 

So many simple people have wasted so much, seeking so little inside, 
Yet so much without, for life's big answers, 
While within the collective mind, are posted all the core important signs, 
Down the path of epiphany patterned secrets, 



And it seems like we're just all preoccupied by our outermost lies,
Siding with the real materialisms, while leaving the essential to die,
Yet the way to the wheels within, is the simplest trip ever to plan,
For every false verisimilitude blushes before intution's inner lands.

And while listening well, and reading ravenously, and in earnest, 
Coaxes thinking beyond the brain's boundaries of body and brawn, 
Only by teaching others, can we in turn be certain to learn and test, 
The elusive lessons that we've been seeking so recklessly all along, 

For applied knowledge always supersedes its trivia's razor-vain tracks,
And boasting you know something is much less easy without the facts,
Yet numbers are now nothing to us, if we never use them even once,
And the best method of  dispensing doctrine's down through generations. 

So when you think the best solution loses you, choose to take heart, 
For that is the only conclusion even Socrates observed from the start, 
And don't get confused replaying old turns of scene, in sense sparse, 
But opt for what works now, rather than what was once read in stars,

And the more you know, the less you then become so sure of it all,
Going hard against the grain of social pressures rubbing personal,
Troubled by who benefits from the beliefs that we're coming to love,
When science seems to reason so with such a deep distrust of law.

Because nothing truly matters but to live life like a story, 
Forcing you to feel more well rounded and important, 
And to teach by example, is the only truest classroom, 
Where students can witness legitimate lessons all anew, 

So observe us, and listen to us too, but then find out for yourself,
For a fortunate few well know, of proof there's little or none at all,
And to trust the disseminations, of the elves of propaganda's pall,
Falls well on your way to running from reality's rays themselves.

viii. Prenuptials Purchased



If you were born bright, and had enough brains to boot, 
To know the world was a free-for-all for the many who, 
Were born without morals or remorse--or scruples too, 
Over using fools for tools, or fear in turn of being used, 

Or if you were clever enough to observe first in the world forum,
Certain lacks of integrity against the cauldrons of consumption,
And you knew you were beautiful enough to turn the heads on,
And to get what you knew you'd deserved so very much all along,

Would you be the very first, last up every alarming urban morning, 
Like another one of the poor roosters, 
Or would you be the first to take advantage of well-to-do moorings, 
Just because you loved more ruthlessly,

Would you be the one to shrug off the culprit you'd become,
Mocking the groundless states of integrity's weakest drums,
Gripped by assurances reasons for cheating were numerous,
Never considering the fallout for shortcuts were never less?

After all, there is something to be said for culling creature comforts, 
And if you can get what you want without being morally left unsure, 
What should stop you from stealing every last penny from the poor, 
Or reaping righteous rewards, such flawless features should ensure? 

So now many sickly insist there is no more to this, than this mortal kiss,
And what you get for playing it safe, is alot of little or nothing at best,
And there's more to gain from being declared insane, than anything less,
So grab everything while you can, before our eyes wink out the sunsets.

But the payback for failing to see the awesome beauty inside the scar, 
Is one which you will recognize in the longterm, but not in the short, 
So sit on your laurels, and quiver not at your inner quarrels, anymore, 
For every heartless theft's leveled, by life's sharp and startling arrows. 



See, being here for only a few short seasons, is a theme we all share, 
Before passing on to pastures where the weather's more self-tailored,
But while we wail here on hellish shores, some tend to gentler hours,
Living by passion's principles, letting frivolity favour frailer flowers, 

ix. Born Stubborn

In these days of material waste, and grossly immaterial lies and vice, 
Lay slumbering gods dreaming of lives rampant with love and life, 
And one day they will awaken, rising to reclaim natural birthrights, 
To walk these lands under sun and sand, in indignity undone inside, 

And in these times we've been seeking to discredit our astral messages,
As our artisans make pennies, and our thinkers are shredded as egg-heads,
And by demeaning the teeming emotional quotient of the quelled rabble,
We'll eventually explode into a billion glittering renunciations of it all.

But for now we're cats caged, raging under the rats of tyranny, 
Labelled as too lazy and flaky, and creative and weak-kneed, 
And yet, unable to fake it, or give in to these times sick needs, 
We wait with saintly patience for world reckonings to realign,

Yes, as our greatest geniuses are soon assassinated, or treated as terrorists,
We're tracking down tangential thoughts, into the internet or ether mists,
Where everyday garden men and women, have all been eternally forbidden,
Where human trajectories are outlined, but finally decided on from within,

But when push comes to shove, in the intersections of injustice's engines, 
And the muscle heads put the big squeeze on these grey matter gentlemen, 
Pity on those who fall prey, to the vengeance of the misunderstood then, 
For clever are fists of might, but harder are the knuckles of artist's spited,

For like mothers too busy raising their hens to keep an eye on world events, 
We've grown outraged to discover, what the foxes have been up to again,
And the sanity surges downward, cleansing corruption from top to bottom,
Disarming the bombs of selfishness, over abuses of authority triumphant,



Then, with venomous eyes, and humiliated hearts, the bullies will fall, 
Scrawling blood on their imperial walls, that they came to conquer all, 
But after this is first said and done, those who will end up earning love, 
Are us outsiders once so ostracized for being too over-sensitive to rule.

Yes, the special ones will laugh last and loudly, lingering in their glories,
Roaring over the absurdities of criminal aristocrats and their gory stories,
Sorting out fact from fiction, to the end of existence, for the fun afforded,
Soberly surmising what futures held, before we finally decided for them.

x. The Rounds

Ethereal philosopher boxers, spread across the multiverses of time and space, 
Pound the faces of each other's claims, 
All the while holding high-wire acts alive and well in their galactic places,  
Balancing karma on signs super arcane,

And whether we will ever all agree, is only for the future to deliberate,
But for now the mortal human match is very much still a flame in flux,
For while wrestling with reasons for releasing liars' claims to the dust,
We seem forever bound to the scales of their song-and-dance debates,

Yet, it's partly hard sometimes, and other days so hardly impartial, 
Having dumb blind faith, life's too palatable pains aren't pointless, 
But for very certain curtain-kept secret purposes always allowed, 
And not just for grand old cosmic jokes, or twisted epics comical,

And don't bet your fleet on a ship, when all races won were in season,
For it's harder to find redemption, where there lacks common senses,
So strike sails while winds blow, but beware of roaming booms here,
As the sea may yet come up clashing, before you ever know it sooner,

For so often it seems, as if we are all suffering so needlessly, 
Living so cynically in self-torture, over life's litany of licks, 
That we passively languish, under refrains of endless regrets, 



Over onslaughts brought on by our own summoning shticks, 

And more and more, it's becoming clearer we're humouring warriors,
For born solely from our fearful interiors, we're protecting our cubs,
Yet every outlash outstrips our abilities, to annihilate our inner walls,
Or learn the worst burdens are uplifted by stimulating altruisms natural.

Meanwhile, the furtive ridges of enlightenment's rise, 
Hide reasons for our fixations on entitlement's ends, 
Keeping us on, under thundrous rains of ruin writhing, 
Without reprieve granted, or suffrage explained even. 

And every-time we've struck in love, or we think we've finally wisened on,
Life will laugh at us, and unleash some other precious form of high free fall,
Presenting us with the paradox of pushing panic, while still remaining calm,
And despite wrongs' admittances, remaining righteously indignant to it all.

xi. Transparent Times

Under such constant global procreation, 
Over timeless windows, for organic wisdom's spatial translation, 
We're all way down with that long sought, unattainably thought, 
Immortality throughout these faceless ages, 

And just like any yesteryear or day ago, went by in a rapid wink,
The preceding millenia zipped along, and before anyone could think,
We were transformed into the gods about whom we used to sing,
Multi-eyed monsters morphing into astral royalty of austerity replete,

For like generational skipping stones, or orbs smoothed by water old, 
Our children are out there picking up the bones, carrying them forward, 
To the feather-bedded beat, of humankind's deep-seated survival song,
To try and finish the jobs off, where we last left them to be taken on,

And as a virus wreaks havoc on the host nest, so too are we all so merciless,
Trouncing the intergalactic trails, fueled by trivial trophies, and carnal lusts,



For robotic joints rusty, all coming unhinged, trading humane consciences,
Strung out over future drag-nets dripping in our own draconian dressings.

But most of the dim masses end up missing these mad metaphysicals,  
Destined to be miserable, no longer living for the little moments at all, 
Dwelling on how death was dealt yester-evening, minutes nigh sun-fall,   
Save for the grim patience to await the sick dark vision of it's final call, 

For civilization on the whole, has been living under a lowly lanterned lie,
Laughing at the distraction's drummed up, just to pass the passionless time,
Careless about the miracles of living, or just spending the sunshine right,
Having settled our far sights on sinking, so setting aside new hits too high.

Yet, some still secretly stoop to kiss the stars, for their sweeter brevity, 
Summoning brassy braveries, while deeply reaching in, 
Bolstering unique faiths, that future positive, open-minded posterities, 
Will eventually begin again, bold human hope rekindling. 

And one in a trillion trek the troubled wake, of a soul in search of answers,
Manifesting in the bosom of braver days, their most golden mission mantras,
To foster within themselves the purest purposes, for well written verses first,
Severing the dead weights of woe and doubt, for former fallouts reversed.



VII
Praeclarus Primordium

i Zen Wizardry In Your Fingerprints

After it began you surrendered to what was written by your own hand,
And then you bet, on your current turn rising, by your pen inscribing,
Past paragraphs phrasing laws forgotten, prospering from platitudes,
Then lancing the latitudes of the odds against you, with plum attitudes,

And you garnered glorious reunions from forces fusing into newness,
Uniting all the principles of compassion with those of faceless uses,
Inciting peace against violence, before armament's senseless futures,
Through hoops of fire, steaming onward, down through your nooses,

For such is confidence's calmness on the cool mind of life's currency,
Allowing one to walk along it, without tiring or trying too hurriedly,
Learning that practice makes perfect, but passion becomes world-class,
Yet obsessions with oneness quickly culminate in getting one outcast,

But the quieter you are, the easier you can read people, and their quirks,
Coming closer into earshot of the truer words they choose to put to work, 
Yet you can also stumble up sometimes, and if they're careful to observe,
They'll see you too may have days where you lose your righteous nerve,

For not always will you be so proud, and not always too humble to show it,
And not always will you be able to walk so tall, and not always to know it,
And not always will you be flawless in fondness for doing so well in life,
But quite often you'll be overcome by instinct to simply switch into light,

Then zen wizardry will swirl in your finger-prints as you make your mark,
And change names to a singing sage's, for fretting on identity's full of harm,
But if incredulity's used, instead of just obeying it—the real race will start,



And you may begin ending innocence at last, once more headed homeward,

For some say there are never enough days, but they whimper and whine,
And complain there's never enough rain, or sunshine, or pain, or rhyme, 
And they wonder how many more episodes on a stewing pot still simmer,
Stories renewing weekly, yet characters just catching changeless glimmer,

And the truth is we keep getting greedier the older that we grow,
Instead of learning there is less and less that we can truly know,
And we end up just hording more of the gold for us and our own,
In order to ensure better prosperity, preserving posterities sewn.

ii Virtuosos Extolled

So most folks can't fit everything they want into the minutes of a day,
And complain there's no time for sports or to get their shopping on,
To stay up late and watch the game, while others are sleeping babes,
Or to max their credit on a whim, brushing it off as a hobby common,

But some know that there is really no part of life sure to matter,
And a mind divided is risking its own disaster,
As the world doesn't roll for your sake, or any one in particular,
And if we don't run with it, it'll only get faster,

And you see friends everywhere, wishing you to be one of them,
And you take the time to consider behind which eyes lies wisdom,
And below which ones bubble fright, and which ones troubles like,
And then you nod and wink at fellow sleuths in the riddles of life,

Then when the river breaks, and the great tidal waves mount,
You will survive in brilliant radiance, emitting a high hum,
Summoning your flock to the beat of an iron kettle drum,
As fires dance on pale skies, and rock faces crumble down,

And standing there before your altar's last sacrifice,
Rapturous sirens enter weaving at attraction's kites,



Signaling you to alight from your mare of lightning,
Leading you into the caverns of new cares for idling,

So she beckons you to to sit down cross-legged, and so you do,
And she offers you a long leg, and some bread to feel more full
And so you take them graciously, momentarily bowing below,
Taken in by her hospitality, and by her sense of hungry fools,

So you eat it all, and let it settle in as she speaks in tongue,
And you stoke the fire just once with one invulnerable hand,
And she rolls over in her sheets, shedding her skins second,
As you extol of virtues purer, by virtuosos in their elements,

But you face a most measured choice, softly echoing from before,
For just as some sweethearts led you, others let you down more,
And the moment she seems perfect, you fear it only getting worse,
For whenever she teems in overtures, love's bells do toll in turn.

iii The Bright Disc

If curtsies couldn't hurt, you'd cuddle the cold out, under her heathered skirt,
You'd bear-wrestle under covers, confident in each other to deliver the fur,
And you'd fell firs for her, and she'd surely partner with your endeavours,
And together you'd become mortals in love, over gods heartlessly severed,

And once again both jealous peasant or power alike,
Will shun your dawn of love as some kind of crime,
And you will be forced to reunite, yet deny the signs,
That you're feelings are simply animal reaction times, 

So do not hear the naysayers, when you are finally high of heart,
And do not take any audience with the philosophers of narcissism,
For when you have at last been offered formerly favourable parts,
There's no need heeding boorish rules made by children tarnished,

And you will spend your days for her, chasing your earlier dreams,



And she'll spend hers the same for you, taking years if needed,
And you'll meet in the middle of the maze, in the pelting rain, 
As bountiful old bows of light draw down over long solo refrains,

And your thirst for life will be reinspired by her very name,
And your work will well right itself again,
And your curses will lift with hell's reigns,
As lies will fall low, and loves rebound in volleys aflame,

No, never doubt the power of your mortal resolve,
And never console the cynics of global redemption,
And never embrace or defend impotent revolutions,
Since survival's secrets lie solely in its conclusions,

No never ground your goals in hang-ups of uncertainty,
Nor ever drown your own rewards for humbler deeds,
And never sound the end of elation on the mundane,
Nor ever fail to bag a day, in lieu of miracles waning,

Yes, always believe before the bright disc does,
And always conceive before the right kiss comes,
And always release before the wrong end falls up,
And always concede before the long sense fails.

iv The Gutters Of Subjection

One tangent near the end of your latest conjecture,
You suddenly realize every word has its measure,
And whether you were ever made clear, it was sure,
That at the very least we merely speak to be heard,

For the math of language may be super-challenging to calculate,
And the concept that it is limited left too inadequately debated,
For just as pins fall, every stroke of elocution ever undertaken,
Is really just spinning us all into limbo's gutters of subjection.



And you wonder, if I was not to talk, would I still listen so aware?
For it's obvious that other mouths move, but a voice is always rare,
Yet throughout your experiment in silence you dared to bend no ear,
Nor answer questions curious, by strangers new, or old friends dear,

And through tests on your brothers, under observations you discovered,
Words are no better than broken feathers on wings worn of wonder's burns,
And only by stringing a good set of them together, can one then ever turn,
And begin to take the vision of other things in meaning fully uncovered, 

For when you flip through alternate realities like television,
Filing down the hilarities just to weigh their comic relevance,
And fire forever forward, despite inclinations to blindly speak,
You find the bluffs are bigger than the bark or bites received,

And by reserving sound, you find more peace of soul,
Always talking to yourself, but rarely to other people,
Only seizing opportunities to deny you played a role,
Reinforcing your own witness capacity responsible,

And then you are alone again, so free of the randomness,
Having purged the castle, and scurried the restless rabble,
Flabbergasted at having had to handle such messy scandals,
When all you were ever trying to do was get some writing in,

For while others thought you went insane, they simply went away,
As you dug in and shoveled on, and they gave up for shallower graves,
And as society's rising white noise began canceling out your May Days,
You found it increasingly difficult to recall priority's clout to claim.

v The Art Of Impermanence

Waiting on life, you rock a chair window-side, dispelling winter,
And as the sun flies up, percolated morning coffees will occur,
And you will lead long chats with the wind about the weather,
And you will end up agreeing this cold won't last the summer,



And you dream of a place so deep it delivers,
And a stream so serpentine it causes shivers,
And the mad pathos of a romantic tale of liars,
And lip-readers--and little hearts left of slivers,

And the silent picture-show sees you be-knighted,
And the maidens speak to you of kingdoms united,
And dragons fall at your sword, and thieves cower,
And you marry a girl for children soon deflowered.

So snow falls in this beautiful old Mother Utopia, 
Where you teach your girl of the world's real hopes,
And she nods her head, and grips her covers closer,
So innocence stays preserved to the sun's shores,

And you remember yourself as a skittish kid of wonderment,
But how early on you'd learned the earth was so wildly bent,
And how eventually you'd decided to steal back destiny again,
And how you'd perfected the art of living in impermanence.

So then somehow it truly seemed, some were meant for heaven,
And then some were meant, to be freed from just about everything,
And somehow it remained to be seen who was still yet determined,
To be spotless of guilt, finely gilt by the slimmest of tribulations.

For now that you are no longer intimidated, by the little minutes,
You are always looking in from the edges, for everything curious.
And now that you no longer fear the falcon, or dread the dragons,
You are stronger for your knowledges, and still yet less innocent,

And in your off-spring you will see no need to escape the unknown,
Coupled with an equal helping of dependence on adults in control,
Yet one day they will also rock recalling their greatest quests of all,
And linger long into December wondering where did time ever go?



vi Shells Donned

So you know insularity's driving love to weaker knees,
But you don't care for the time being, while she dreams,
As the future currents of romance in the marinas of life,
May yet prove futile if the piranha will continue to bite.

And when you re-emerge, self-medicated by meditation,
And by the unconscious verges, urging you to re-integrate,
And when you resurface, reinvigorated by the ocean bed,
And by the relentless tides, and the endless schools of fish,

And when you feel the pre-natural, standing tall once more,
Crossing the thresholds of courage, and crawling ashore,
You cross your heart, and muster your poker-face for war,
For its love or be lost, but not time for hearts to be ignored,

Then taking her in hand, you led her far across the sands,
Marching the long trail home, where the two of you begin,
Upon the cushion of family, in the comfy castle of kinship,
Sewing commitment's animals all the way to bed singing,

For ever in May day fields, friends become blossoms,
As love splashes the pages of feeling and comic song,
For winter is the rawest of our long suffered seasons,
But after summer's gone, we're due for cooler breezes,

And you verily get down to business, making checklists,
Laying out your projects to finish, deep in reams written,
And as daily grinds grow more sustainable of less distress,
Mindful details flow more readily, and readably written,

But then tragedy strikes you, sails spiking and snapping,
And you begin to drift far out onto an open lake again,
With none around, but the horizon with which to debate,
On whether this wave or that, Atlantis may have sank,



And you begin again to don your heavy shell,
But your inner voice begs its pardon as well,
Reminding you that its okay to be anti-social,
But it's way passed time now to be less alone.

vii Fighting With The Reigns

So with rebirth before you, and friends to support you,
With reincarnation behind you, and ends turning over,
With passion to fulfill you, your loves will uplift you,
And unmatched fires of new lovers will be discovered,

And you'll keep your name most worthy,
To remind yourself of those long histories,
And deny yourself of the empty luxuries,
From lining up life's easy gains too early,

For the games have all been storming,
As the armies have all been marching,
And the birds have all been warning.
That early signs of war are forming,

And there is very little real code to try to retrace,
And far less then again, of even motion to make,
So it always stands up to good reason to brace,
For the unmistakable feeling of hitting the brakes,

And one day soon, the world will stop spinning around,
But no one will just up, and fly off of its solid ground,
And the one and only sun will soon after get crowded out,
As we scrap for every last patch of sunlit grass found.

Then you will keep on loving the same,
And fighting the reigns-and writing the way,
For as long as the sheep-dogs howl you in,



You will be out there, outlasting them,

Yes, you think you have it all worked out:
Just how to live, and to sleep--and to sound,
And then suddenly the puzzle drops again,
And you're left with nothing but frayed ends,

But you grin anyway, for you've made amends,
With the endless beach, and the bend in the road,
With weathered reasons, and tendencies to roam,
As you set free for once, from recourses known.

viii Wonder's Spawn

Yes, the merits of heresy are all Achilles heels now, 
For freedoms of speech are the keys to the mystical,
Yet we feel better locked down by instances unreal,
Instead of untangling harder knots far more mythical,

For justice is starlight in the ballroom of the universe,
And dusted are memories for those living in the moment,
And idiosyncrasies are sequestering us down dirt-roads,
Where highways to the spirit floor unroll for the world,

And tests will be dealt with in turn, as we struggle along,
Skipping to the anarchic beats, of mad-men's wills so strong,
While humming new tunes for lunatics so increasingly sane,
We're longing for tall crimes to finally be punished again,

But meanwhile, you'll love the small miracles,
And cling to wonders effortless, and ever full,
Taking in the signs spreading across the fields,
Making up lines to marry the rural with the real,

Yes, for the time being, and the rest of your life,
Not a tear phases you, beyond tenderness owed,



And not a scar will erase you, before tomorrow,
As you meet opportunities with new clarity rife,

Yet doubt is liquid, and within well-sealed skulls,
It can get too full of it, as you hold on too closely,
To the ideal of achieving independence so total,
That not a fleck of steel breaks concentration old,

But finally your silence will crack it,
And you'll return to your odd rhetoric,
Blathering on like any other old idiot,
Too comfortable in habit being human,

For the closer we come to flawlessness,
The more invisible grow our addresseses,
For though less sparse of drama's dresses,
We are partly reported to be less mortal.

ix Fingerprints On The Sky

Friend, you best aim for higher planes,
And place your bets on far safer claims,
Tracing names engraved on iron plates,
With fingers trembling before the faces,

Of love's lashes, and lips outlasting,
The delicate cadence,
Of lovers in the rain,
Trading glimpses of the constellations,

As heroes and heroine are heralding in,
The newer generations,
Of earth knights reborn, 
And emerald maidens reportedly adored,

When the quests of the quelled, 



Would quietly settle in, 
As journeys unraveled,
And fires were dealt with again,

And greater untold feats of foresight,
Would in turn create epic forms of flight,
As obstacles became just mere oversights,
And closer goals fell shorter on inside,

For it's often the case we're happier,
With our own little inner world cares,
Rather than just the imposed standards,
Of a society obsessed with fairness,

So if we can just remember this lesson:
That we are our own best protagonists,
We'll end up less haplessly hexed along,
And tend to experience longer happiness.

x Love's Flashing Mirrors

In one big open ear, and then right out the other one,
Through hidden door, or shutters once locked down,
Endlessly flying over, and then off so undiscovered,
Rising up just as quickly, as then ever taking cover,

For love in all of its stages,
Whether young or ageless,
Is just an intangible feeling,
Without a plan to pace itself,

And you fall into spells,
And phases of fashion,
And stages that function,
By all tragedy befallen,



And the more confusing,
That potentials become,
The more innocent smiles,
Into bell tolls resound,

And so ever the more demanding,
Become skeptical understandings,
And the more you engage eternity,
Racing against raging inner dreams,

For it's true clocks tick in men too,
And women want fun fueled as well,
For once one's had it with the fools,
One begins giving in to being single,

So choose your challenging battles wisely,
For if you blink once, life might go missing,
Yet if you otherwise love unconditionally,
Your eyes could cloud over with visions,

And you could lose the message,
Written between her practiced lines,
So almost completely introspective,
Giving off signs so small they lie.

xi The Future Is Heaven 

So just as humans are only in their infancy,
In the manner of all things of simple fancy,
On a day most landmark and evolutionary,
They will at last outgrow almost everything,

But for now because people remain awkwardly barbaric,
And partially blood-thirsty--and bent lustfully backward,
They are thus considered too early for functional work,
And remain observed by aliens as far too animal-lorded



And for now, in the ancient book of longing,
Men and women have clipped into cynicism,
As heads come off to spin for every long leg,
Or quick dream of vivid details on wing wet,

But fear not for the common canyons of our moral resolve,
And reel not under pressure for more oral laws otherwise,
And shudder not at killer cold caps on mountains up high,
Or fast lightning claps--or cracks under ball of foot falling,

For the second you close your eyes,
They flutter open for new horizons,
As you are granted lessons' reprisals,
And brand new lives to live them in,

And when for the truth you are well meant,
Between last breath and first birth to be sent,
You will finally notice the endless stairwell,
That climbs into infinity's bluest firmament,

Then for the first time, you will hear the words,
Of an other-worldly usher uttering your purpose:
To admonish the birds of all non-courageousness,
And sew the seeds of hope for earning innocence,

So you take a hopeful breath and dive back in,
To live another life, on a bad gambler's dire hand,
Once more standing determined to redeem a plan,
And with acceptable dangers be damned again.
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“Imagination is more important than knowledge.” 
-Albert Einstein






